.abstract

This Article operates at the intersection of privacy law, Fourth Amendment doctrine, and prescription-drug surveillance instigated by the U.S. drug-overdose crisis. Reputable reporting sources frequently frame that ongoing crisis as a prescription-drug-overdose “epidemic.” Current epidemiological data, however, indicate that the majority of American overdose deaths are now a result of illicit and polysubstance drug use and not prescription-opioid misuse. The prescription-opiod-centric frame has nonetheless sparked the rapid rise of surveillance of prescribers and patients in the form of state prescription-drug monitoring program (“PDMP”) databases. State PDMPs, which maintain and analyze significant data concerning every dispensed controlled substance, surreptitiously collect a stunning amount of sensitive health information.

PDMPs are predominantly law enforcement investigative tools dressed up in public-health-promoting rhetoric. Under the guise of rogue prescriber, pill mill, and doctor–shopper crackdowns, the Drug Enforcement Administration (“DEA”) routinely self-issues subpoenas that permit the agency to conduct warrantless sweeps of the voluminous data stored in state PDMP databases. These rampant law enforcement sweeps procure highly sensitive health information and raise serious
constitutional privacy concerns. The Supreme Court’s recent Fourth Amendment decision in Carpenter v. United States, however, may limit the DEA’s otherwise unfettered access to state PDMP databases.

Carpenter and the Fourth Amendment doctrines central to its holding motivate this Article and animate its two core contentions. First, pertinent pre-Carpenter precedent requires the DEA to obtain a warrant in order to conduct sweeps of state PDMP databases. Second, courts are even more likely to rule that warrantless DEA searches of highly sensitive health-care data run afoul of the Fourth Amendment in the post-Carpenter world. Simply stated, patient prescribing records stored in state PDMP databases are entitled to Fourth Amendment protection.
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INTRODUCTION

Physicians are not agents of the police power of government, and should not be forced to choose between protecting their patients against prosecution or protecting them against disease.¹

The United States is in the throes of “the deadliest drug [overdose] crisis in American history.”² Each day, nearly two hundred Americans die from drug overdoses;³ in 2016, drug overdoses superseded car accidents as the number one cause of accidental deaths in the country.⁴


On October 26, 2017, President Donald J. Trump declared the drug-overdose crisis “a public health emergency.”

Journalists, public-health experts, and pundits frequently frame this public-health catastrophe as a prescription-drug-overdose crisis primarily attributable to the overprescribing of opioid analgesics. Even assuming this description of the overdose crisis was once accurate, the national health-data statistics tell a much different story today. According to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (“CDC”), nearly two-thirds of overdose deaths in 2016 were attributable to illicit substances, such as heroin, fentanyl, methamphetamines, cocaine, or some lethal combination thereof, and not prescription drugs.

Moreover, the percentage of chronic-pain patients prescribed an opioid treatment regime who develop use disorder is exceedingly low. “[S]tudies show an incidence [of misuse of prescription opioids in such


patients ranging from less than 1 percent to 8 percent.” As a recent study reaffirmed, most Americans who suffer opioid use disorder did not develop that disease in the normal course of indicated medical treatment. They are more typically individuals with extensive histories of polysubstance use and misuse.

The ongoing and flawed framing of the overdose crisis as a prescription-drug problem has provoked policymakers to focus on supply-side, law-enforcement-oriented solutions while ignoring the root causes and socioeconomic drivers of drug consumption. This supply-side-dominated approach has resulted in the enactment of numerous dragnet-style laws at the state and federal level aimed at cracking down on rogue prescribers, pain-pill mills, and prescription-drug “doctor shoppers.” It also has sparked the rapid rise of prescriber and patient surveillance in the form of federal monitoring legislation and state prescription-drug monitoring programs (“PDMPs”).


State PDMP laws mandate that dispensers report patients’ prescription-related health information to an electronic database maintained and monitored by a designated state agency. Every time a pharmacy dispenses a controlled substance to a patient, state PDMPs receive a host of sensitive health data, including the patient’s name, address, age, and gender; the date and place the prescription is filled; the identity of the prescribing physician; the drug prescribed, the drug dosage; and the drug quantity. PDMPs then make that information available to “authorized users,” such as prescribers, pharmacists, and state medical boards. While the ostensible purposes of PDMPs vary across jurisdictions, the U.S. Department of Justice (“DOJ”) contends that PDMPs “constitute a tool used primarily by medical professionals to enhance patient care when prescribing and dispensing controlled substances.” DOJ further claims that PDMPs provide medical professionals with access to real-time patient-prescribing data in order “to support the best clinical decisions regarding the appropriate treatment for patients, to reduce the likelihood of adverse drug reactions, and to assist with addiction treatment.”

DOJ’s characterization of PDMPs as public-health-promoting tools, however, is unsurprisingly suspect. As explained in more detail below, there is no reliable evidence that supports the conclusion that PDMPs have either encouraged prescribers to provide evidence-based treatment to individuals with opioid use disorder or reduced the drug-overdose rate. Moreover, the United States has been engaged in an unproductive, decades-long “war on drugs,” in which the government’s go-to weapons have been surveillance, punishment, and incapacitation. DOJ is not in the business of providing addiction treatment that promotes evidence-based public-health outcomes. The agency’s

---


18. See generally Christopher R. Smith, Somebody’s Watching Me: Protecting Patient Privacy in Prescription Health Information, 36 VT. L. REV. 931, 931 (2012) (explaining that “[i]n today’s ever-expanding world of internet technology and electronic data transmission, patient disclosure of prescription health information is being distributed to a widening circle of entities and individuals, raising serious patient privacy concerns, especially when the patient has not given consent to such dissemination”).

19. JUSTICE SYSTEM USE OF PRESCRIPTION DRUG MONITORING PROGRAMS, supra note 17, at 5.

20. Id.
mission is to prosecute and punish “over prescribers” and individuals who suffer from drug-use disorders.

In fact, the United States has relegated many of the functions central to the regulation of controlled substances not to public-health experts but to a federal law enforcement agency—the U.S. Drug Enforcement Administration (“DEA”)—for almost fifty years. The DEA, which is a subagency within DOJ, derives its broad authority to classify, regulate, and surveil controlled substances from the Controlled Substances Act of 1970 (“CSA”). The CSA created a closed chain for controlled-substance distribution specifically designed to monitor legal products as they were transferred among DEA-registered handlers (“registrants”) to prevent their “diversion”—that is, trade, sale, or other delivery—into the illicit market.

The DEA manages diversion by maintaining strict control over the availability of controlled substances “through quotas, registration, recordkeeping, reporting, and security requirements.” The agency has described a CSA-compliant distribution of a controlled substance from manufacturer to patient as follows:

---

21. The DEA was created in 1973 by President Nixon by executive order. Exec. Order No. 11727, 38 Fed. Reg. 18,357 (July 10, 1973). It should be noted that, while the Food and Drug Administration (“FDA”) has primary responsibility for ensuring the safety and effectiveness of pharmaceuticals, regardless of whether they are controlled substances under the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act, 21 U.S.C. §§ 301–99i (2018), the FDA does not have primary authority to regulate or monitor the use of controlled substances, JOHNATHAN H. DUFF, CONG. RES. SERV., OPIOID TREATMENT PROGRAMS AND RELATED FEDERAL REGULATIONS 1 (June 12, 2019), https://crsreports.congress.gov/product/pdf/IF/IF10219 [https://perma.cc/J6G7-CSHG] (“Under the Controlled Substances Act . . . the . . . DEA . . . in the Department of Justice (DOJ) has primary responsibility for regulating the use of controlled substances for legitimate medical, scientific, research, and industrial purposes, and for preventing these substances from being diverted for illegal purposes.”).


23. See, e.g., 21 U.S.C. § 823(a)(1) (explaining that, in determining whether to register a Schedule I or II manufacturer applicant, the DEA should consider “maintenance of effective controls against diversion of particular controlled substances and any controlled substance in schedule I or II compounded therefrom into other than legitimate medical, scientific, research, or industrial channels”); see also Gonzales v. Raich, 545 U.S. 1, 12–13 (2005) (observing that “[t]he main objectives of the CSA were to conquer drug abuse and to control the legitimate and illegitimate traffic in controlled substances” and pointing out that “Congress was particularly concerned with the need to prevent the diversion of drugs from legitimate to illicit channels” (footnote omitted)).

[A] controlled substance, after being manufactured by a DEA-registered manufacturer, may be transferred to a DEA-registered distributor for subsequent distribution to a DEA-registered retail pharmacy. After a DEA-registered practitioner, such as a physician or a dentist, issues a prescription for a controlled substance to a patient (i.e., the ultimate user), that patient can fill that prescription at a retail pharmacy to obtain that controlled substance. In this system, the manufacturer, the distributor, the practitioner, and the retail pharmacy are all required to be DEA registrants, or to be exempted from the requirement of registration, to participate in the process.25

The CSA, in turn, requires controlled-substance manufacturers and distributors to submit reports detailing every sale, delivery, or other disposal of those drugs, including opioids, to the DEA.26 These drug transaction reports are then uploaded to the DEA’s Automation of Reports and Consolidated Orders System (“ARCOS”) database, which summarizes them into reports that can be used to identify suspicious orders and the potential diversion of “high abuse potential” controlled substances, including prescription opioids.27 Importantly, and unlike state PDMP databases, ARCOS does not track prescription opioids from the time of prescribing to the sale and dispensing of the drugs to the individual patient.28 As a result, ARCOS does not store any sensitive, patient-identifying health-care data.

In addition to mandating that the DEA manage all controlled-substance transfers throughout the pharmaceutical-distribution chain,29 the CSA delegates to the agency final authority to categorize

27. Id. § 827(d)(1); 21 C.F.R. § 1304.33. ARCOS is “an automated, comprehensive drug reporting system which monitors the flow of DEA controlled substances from their point of manufacture through commercial distribution channels to point of sale or distribution at the dispensing/retail level . . . .” Declaration of John J. Martin in Support of the United States of America’s Brief Posing Objections to Disclosure of ARCOS Data at 2, In re Nat’l Prescription Opiate Litig., MDL No. 2804 (N.D. Ohio June 25, 2018). ARCOS data includes the following information for each CSA-regulated drug transaction: supplier’s name, DEA registration number, address and business activity, buyer’s name, DEA registration number and address, prescription-drug code, transaction date, total dosage units, and total grams. Id. The CSA also imposes specific duties upon wholesale distributors to monitor, identify, halt, and report “suspicious orders” of prescription opioids. 21 C.F.R. § 1301.74.
drugs, substances, and chemicals into five schedules (I–V) based on their medicinal utility and relative “abuse” potential.\(^\text{30}\) The CSA defines Schedule I substances, which include, among other things, heroin, LSD, and cannabis, as drugs with “no currently accepted medical use in treatment in the United States”\(^\text{31}\) and “a high potential for abuse.”\(^\text{32}\) Schedule II drugs are those that have both a medically accepted use\(^\text{33}\) and a high potential for abuse.\(^\text{34}\) Consequently, most opioids are classified as Schedule II controlled substances.\(^\text{35}\)

The drugs enumerated in Schedules III–V, by contrast, have moderate to low potential for abuse.\(^\text{36}\) State PDMPs nonetheless frequently monitor all Schedule II–V drugs—and even drugs that are unscheduled, which include a number of frequently prescribed medications used to treat a wide range of serious medical conditions, including nausea and weight loss in cancer patients undergoing chemotherapy, weight loss associated with AIDS, anxiety disorders, panic disorders, post-traumatic stress disorder, alcohol addiction withdrawal symptoms, opioid addiction, testosterone deficiency, gender identity/gender dysmorphia, chronic and acute pain, seizure disorder, narcolepsy, insomnia, and attention deficit hyperactivity disorder.\(^\text{37}\)

\(^{30}\) 21 U.S.C. § 812(b). The CSA also mandates that the DEA establish aggregate annual-production quotas for each basic class of controlled substance listed in Schedules I and II. \(I_d. \) § 826.

\(^{31}\) \(I_d. \) § 812(b)(1)(B).

\(^{32}\) \(I_d. \) § 812(b)(1)(A).

\(^{33}\) \(I_d. \) § 812(b)(2)(B).

\(^{34}\) \(I_d. \) § 812(b)(2)(A).

\(^{35}\) 21 C.F.R. § 1308.12(b)–(c) (2018) (listing all Schedule II opium and opiate substances); see also, e.g., DEA: U.S. DRUG ENF’T ADMIN., https://www.dea.gov/drug-scheduling [https://perma.cc/E69P-ZUMY] (explaining that “Schedule II drugs, substances, or chemicals are defined as drugs with a high potential for abuse, with use potentially leading to severe psychological or physical dependence,” opining “[t]hese drugs are also considered dangerous,” and enumerating the following opioids as Schedule II drugs: “[c]ombination products with less than 15 milligrams of hydrocodone per dosage unit (Vicodin), . . . methadone, hydromorphone (Dilaudid), meperidine (Demerol), oxycodone (OxyContin), [and] fentanyl”.

A small group of narcotic controlled substances, including the opioid agonist buprenorphine, which is used to treat opioid use disorder, and drugs that contain relatively low milligrams per dosage units of codeine, are classified as Schedule III substances. 21 C.F.R. § 1308.13(c).


PDMPs, therefore, maintain a wealth of personal prescribing information that has no meaningful connection to the prescribing of either opioids or other substances with high potentials for misuse or diversion. The fact that Americans filled 4,063,166,658 prescriptions at retail pharmacies in 2017 alone places in context the extent of data that PDMPs collect on an annual basis.38

These data also happen to be both highly personal and incredibly revealing. This is because, in the age of personalized medicine and precision-targeted pharmacogenetic therapy, it is often possible to divine a patient’s medical condition, diagnosis, or disease—and even the stage and severity of that condition, diagnosis, or disease—simply by reference to the patient’s prescribing history.39 A patient’s prescribing information also details her contraceptive prescribing history and could reveal other reproductive-related health conditions or treatments, such as abortion, pregnancy, and infertility, depending on her indicated pharmaceutical treatment.40 The open question, then, is whether PDMPs produce positive health-care outcomes in a manner that somehow justifies their exceptional privacy intrusions.

Unfortunately, the jury is still out as to whether PDMPs effectively reduce drug-overdose deaths, prevent problematic drug use, or impede diversion into illegal markets. Scholars have argued that prescription-drug monitoring actually exacerbates—rather than mitigates—the national drug-overdose crisis for at least four reasons.41 First, PDMP surveillance and law enforcement scrutiny may encourage individuals


39. Amicus Curiae Brief of the State Med. Ass’n in Support of the Plaintiffs-Intervenors-Appellees at 23, Or. Prescription Drug Monitoring Program., 860 F.3d at 1228 (“[P]rescription records can reveal a patient’s medical condition, treatment or diagnosis.”).

40. See, e.g., Doe v. Se. Pa. Transp. Auth., 72 F.3d 1133, 1138 (3d Cir. 1995) (“It is now possible from looking at an individual’s prescription records to determine that person’s illnesses, or even to ascertain such private facts as whether a woman is attempting to conceive a child through the use of fertility drugs.”).

to forgo needed health-care treatment. Second, mandatory PDMP reporting may incentivize physicians to avoid prescribing PDMP-monitored substances, even when medically indicated. In fact, in May 2019, the New Hampshire Board of Medicine disciplined a Portsmouth physician for inappropriately restricting a chronic-pain patient’s daily dose of his long-term opioid treatment regimen and then abandoning the patient after he developed suicidal ideation stemming from inadequate pain management. After an investigation, the Board of Medicine determined that the physician violated the ethical standards of professional conduct that apply to medical doctors in New Hampshire. As one news outlet reported:

[The Board’s] conclusion highlights how concerns about the “opioid crisis,” reinforced by real or perceived demands from the government, have perverted the doctor-patient relationship, making physicians agents of the war on drugs, which is inconsistent with their professional duties. The medical board’s decision suggests that New Hampshire regulators understand the dangers of those conflicting priorities. Perhaps not coincidentally, New Hampshire is also fighting the Drug Enforcement Administration’s demands for warrantless access to PDMP records.

Moreover, physician imposition of rapid, involuntary opioid tapering and abandonment of chronic-pain patients in response to increasing threats of law enforcement investigation and prosecution is

---


46. Sullum, supra note 44.
no minor matter.47 Approximately fifty million Americans suffer from chronic pain.48

Third, study data link PDMP surveillance and law enforcement supply-side crackdowns on prescription drugs to the dramatic spike in illicit drug misuse and overdose.49 Washington State, for example, has realized a 40 percent decrease in overdoses linked to prescription opioids since 2009, yet “there’s been little progress in driving down the rate of opioid overdoses overall.”50 This is because the state has seen a dramatic uptick in overdoses attributable to heroin and illicit fentanyl.51 Finally, “[m]onitoring programs and the predictive technologies that they deploy may perpetuate biases and have a disproportionate impact on underprivileged citizens, given their common roots with other kinds of surveillance of poor, immigrant, and stigmatized communities.”52 The bottom line is that “we do not have a firm understanding of PDMPs’ effectiveness, nor the potential for unintended PDMP consequences or other legal or ethical quagmires.”53

47. Nina Shapiro, Amid Pressure to Prescribe Fewer Opioids, Doctors Struggle to Ease Patients’ Pain, SEATTLE TIMES (June 9, 2019 4:24 PM), https://www.seattletimes.com/seattle-news/health/amid-pressure-to-prescribe-fewer-opioids-doctors-struggle-to-ease-patients-pain [https://perma.cc/PZF9-JF8C] (“Health-care providers who [treat patients on opioids] – and many refuse – face stigma, a tangle of rules and guidelines, medical and ethical challenges and potential scrutiny that has not only shut down clinics locally and nations but has led to arrests.”).


50. Shapiro, supra note 47.

51. Id.

52. Leo Beletsky, Deploying Prescription Drug Monitoring to Address the Overdose Crises: Ideology Meets Reality, 15 IND. HEALTH L. REV. 139, 142 (2018).

What is clear is that PDMPs are extremely popular with law enforcement agencies, including the DEA. Several states expressly require law enforcement to obtain a warrant to access PDMP data. The DEA, however, contends that those state warrant requirements are preempted by the CSA. The DEA has broad power under the CSA to issue administrative subpoenas to investigate drug crimes. CSA § 876 subpoenas permit the DEA to access any and all records it finds relevant or material to a drug investigation without a court order. The DEA’s widespread use of agency-issued administrative subpoenas to conduct warrantless searches of the myriad, individually identifying health information collected by PDMP databases raises serious Fourth Amendment concerns. These concerns likely existed under longstanding Fourth Amendment case law. A recent Supreme Court decision, Carpenter v. United States, bolsters this contention.

Carpenter held that the government must obtain a warrant to access an individual’s historic cell-site-location information. Carpenter and the Fourth Amendment doctrines central to its holding motivate this Article and animate its two core contentions. First, pertinent, pre-Carpenter precedent requires the DEA to obtain a warrant in order to conduct sweeps of state PDMP databases to search patient prescribing information. Second, courts are even more likely to rule that warrantless DEA searches of such sensitive and revealing prescribing information run afoul of the Fourth Amendment in the post-Carpenter world.

This Article proceeds in five parts. Part I provides a brief overview of the American drug-overdose crisis. It then chronicles the explosion of PDMPs created in response to that crisis and critiques the DEA’s ability to access and mine PDMP data without individualized suspicion, probable cause, or judicial review under its CSA administrative-subpoena authority. It maintains that the current framing of the U.S.

54. PRESCRIPTION DRUG MONITORING PROGRAM TRAINING & TECH. ASSISTANCE CTR., LAW ENFORCEMENT ACCESS TO PDMP REPORTS (Aug. 24, 2017), http://www.pdmpassist.org/pdf/Law_Enforcement_Access_Methods_20170824.pdf [https://perma.cc/V68Q-NYH9] (demonstrating that at least twenty-eight states require law enforcement to obtain a warrant or court order to obtain PDMP data).
56. Id. § 876(a).
57. Id.
59. See id. at 2217 n.3 (“It is sufficient for our purposes today to hold that accessing seven days of CSLI constitutes a Fourth Amendment search.”).
drug-overdose crisis has contributed to the development of law-enforcement-centric public policy solutions, including overbroad and potentially counterproductive prescription-drug surveillance. Part I further contends that state PDMPs are targets for abuse by overzealous law enforcement due to the troves of sensitive, individually identifying health information that they collect and store. Part II examines two pre-\textit{Carpenter} federal district court cases involving Fourth Amendment challenges to DEA administrative subpoenas demanding prescribing data from state PDMPs. Part III evaluates whether state PDMP health information is entitled to Fourth Amendment protection under applicable pre-\textit{Carpenter} precedent. Part IV introduces and examines \textit{Carpenter}. Part V applies \textit{Carpenter} to DEA PDMP searches and concludes that PDMP prescribing data is entitled to Fourth Amendment protection. It then concludes by identifying challenges to the analysis presented, including the potential application of the highly regulated industries exception to the warrant requirement.

\section{The Rise of Expansive State PDMPs}

It seems that, far more than prescribed opioids, the unpredictability of heroin and the turbocharged lethality of fentanyl have been a prescription for an overdose disaster.\footnote{\textit{Id}.}

\subsection{PDMP Provocation: The U.S. Drug-Overdose Crisis}

The United States is in the midst of an extravagant drug-overdose crisis. According to the CDC, 70,237 Americans died of a drug overdose in 2017 alone.\footnote{\textit{Id}.} Moreover, over two-thirds of those deaths, or 47,600 overdoses, involved an opioid.\footnote{\textit{Id}.} Drug-overdose deaths are now the most common cause of death for Americans under the age of fifty.\footnote{\textit{Id}.}

\footnote{\textit{Id}.}

\footnote{\textit{Id}.

\footnote{\textit{Id}.}
The precise nature of the overdose crisis and its causes, however, are hotly debated among prescribers, patients, politicians, and public-health experts. This is likely because the prevailing mainstream narrative—that the United States is suffering a prescription-opioid-overdose crisis—largely attributable to physician overprescribing—is challenged by the evolving epidemiological data. Those data demonstrate that (1) “deaths involving prescription painkillers have levelled off”, (2) opioid prescribing has decreased dramatically; (3) ...
overdose deaths continue to rise, and (4) overdose deaths are increasingly driven by the consumption of illicit opioids, such as street heroin and fentanyl, as well as benzodiazepines, cocaine, and methamphetamine. In fact, the rate of drug-overdose deaths involving fentanyl, fentanyl analogs, and tramadol doubled from 2015 to 2016 and was up 540 percent over the three-year period from 2014 to 2016. Annual overdose deaths involving benzodiazepines, cocaine, and methamphetamine—often in combination with an opioid—also have spiked since 1999.

Media coverage of the opioid crisis has thus been “marred by a false narrative that suggests most addictions start among pain patients who become ‘accidentally’ addicted, when in reality, nearly 75 percent of those who begin misusing prescription drugs do not get those substances directly from doctors.” The CDC recently acknowledged...
that it has perpetuated this narrative by overattributing opioid-overdose deaths to prescription painkillers. In an April 2018 article, the CDC conceded that it “[t]raditionally . . . includ[ed] synthetic opioid deaths in estimates of ‘prescription’ opioid deaths” and that such methodology overestimated the number of Americans who succumbed to prescription-opioid overdoses at 32,445 in 2016.\textsuperscript{75} Using an updated methodology, which included “deaths involving only natural[,] semisynthetic opioids and methadone,” the CDC ratcheted down its 2016 prescription-opioid-overdose death toll to 17,087 Americans, approximately 53 percent of its initial count.\textsuperscript{76}

In July 2018, Food and Drug Administration Commissioner Scott Gottlieb issued a series of tweets acknowledging that the “opioid crisis [has] evol[ved] from an epidemic mostly involving prescription drugs to one that’s increasingly fueled by illicit substances being purchased online or off the street.”\textsuperscript{77} He also admitted that “actions taken to curtail opioid abuse and misuse in one part of the market can be thwarted as demand shifts to other, even more dangerous channels.”\textsuperscript{78} A recent \textit{Politico} article took a similar view, explaining that multiple surveys . . . show that only a minority of people who are prescribed opioids for pain become addicted to them, and those who do become addicted and who die from painkiller overdoses tend to obtain these medications from sources other than their own physicians. Within the past several years, overdose deaths are overwhelmingly attributable not to prescription opioids but to illicit fentanyl and heroin. These “street opioids” have become the engine of the opioid crisis in its current, most lethal form. If we are to devise sound solutions to this overdose epidemic, we must understand and acknowledge this truth about its nature.\textsuperscript{79}

Notwithstanding the epidemiological data and expert commentary about the ever-evolving nature of the American drug-overdose crisis,
the media, policymakers, and even certain high-profile physicians continue to perpetuate the false narrative that the county's skyrocketing drug-related death rate is primarily fueled by prescription opioids. Needless to say, ill-defined public-health problems beget poorly designed and targeted public-health interventions. In this particular instance, the prescription-opioid narrative has provoked—and continues to encourage—supply-side, prescription-drug surveillance-centric responses to the crisis, including the ubiquitous adoption of privacy-intrusive PDMPs, with little consideration about those policies' potentially harmful collateral consequences.

B. PDMP Overview

PDMPs are state-administered electronic databases that collect, analyze, and make available prescription information on controlled substances dispensed by pharmacies and prescribers to “authorized users,” such as physicians, dispensers, and state pharmaceutical and medical professional boards.80 These databases often track all substances enumerated in Schedules II through V of the CSA as well as other nonscheduled “drugs of concern.”81 PDMPs are administered across jurisdictions by a wide variety of distinct state agencies ranging from state pharmacy and licensing boards to departments of health and law enforcement entities.82

Although the particularities pertaining to PDMP data collection differ among states, all jurisdictions collect the following information from dispensers: “[t]ype of drug dispensed,” “[q]uantity of drug dispensed,” “[n]umber of days a given quantity is supposed to last,” “[d]ate dispensed,” “prescriber and pharmacy identifiers,” and “[p]atient identifiers,” such as “name, address, zip code, and date of birth.”83


The majority of states mandate PDMP enrollment for prescribers or dispensers or both—the so-called “registration mandate.” A smaller number require that medical providers query the database—the “use mandate”—if they either suspect drug misuse or satisfy other objective criteria, such as the prescribing or dispensing of certain controlled substances or certain dosages of particular drugs.

The fact that the majority of state PDMPs do not even require prescribers to query patient data proves that the databases are largely criminal and regulatory surveillance tools dressed up in public-health-promoting rhetoric. The express purpose of these drug monitoring programs is to help enforcement agencies “identify problem patients, rogue prescribers, and pharmacists who may be diverting potentially addictive and otherwise risky drugs” and, thereby, “deter ‘aberrant’ practices” in an effort to reduce prescription drug abuse.

According to the Prescription Drug Monitoring Program Training and Technical Assistance Center ("TAC"), the “overriding goal of PDMPs is to uphold both the state laws ensuring access to appropriate pharmaceutical care by citizens and the state laws deterring diversion” of controlled substances.

More troubling, there is little evidence that even the state PDMPs that mandate prescriber use “ensure access to appropriate pharmaceutical care,” “enhance patient care” or “assist in developing

4X7X-EJB]].


86. PRESCRIPTION DRUG MONITORING PROGRAM TRAINING & TECH. ASSISTANCE CTR., TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE GUIDE: HISTORY OF PRESCRIPTION DRUG MONITORING PROGRAMS 2 (Mar. 2018) [hereinafter HISTORY OF PDMPs], http://www.pdmpassist.org/pdf/PDMP_admin/TAG_History_PDMPs_final_20180314.pdf [https://perma.cc/B7VX-CLWX] (“The earliest PDMPs were established primarily as enforcement and regulatory tools providing data to officials responsible for enforcing drug laws and overseeing the prescribing and dispensing of these drugs by health care professionals.”).

87. Beletsky, supra note 52, at 140.

88. Id.

89. Wendy K. Mariner, Reconsidering Constitutional Protection for Health Information Privacy, 18 U. PA. J. CONST. L. 975, 989 (2016); see also HISTORY OF PDMPs, supra note 86, at 2.

90. HISTORY OF PDMPs, supra note 86, at 2.
drug abuse prevention and treatment strategies.”\footnote{91} “Although mandates are not meant to deter opioid prescribing per se, resistant clinicians may simply decline to prescribe opioids, raise prescribing thresholds, refer patients elsewhere, or substitute to non-monitored drugs—all of which could compromise appropriate symptom management.”\footnote{92} PDMP mandates, in other words, “pressure[] doctors to cut back on prescribing, and then their legitimately suffering patients are driven to the illegal market where they get laced opioids, or they go to cheaper heroin and, of course, that is where the overdoses occur.”\footnote{93}

A recent summary of various studies examining the effects of PDMPs pointed to research indicating that prescription-drug surveillance was neither associated with decreases in nonmedical use of controlled substances nor reductions in drug-overdose mortality rates.\footnote{94} One of those studies, in fact, concluded that “implementation of PDMPs was associated with an 11 percent increase in drug overdose mortality.”\footnote{95} “Rising overdose mortality[,] despite decreasing opioid prescribing[,] suggests that merely reducing the prescription-opioid supply will have little positive short-term impact. Reducing prescribing could even increase the death toll as people with opioid use disorder or untreated pain shift into the unstable, illicit drug market.”\footnote{96} In sum, PDMPs may operate to put additional lives at risk by incentivizing opioid patients to opt out of the health-care delivery system to avoid law enforcement surveillance and possible prosecution.

\footnote{91. Haffajee, supra note 53, at 1621 (explaining that “PDMP policies are widespread . . . [and] largely uninformed by robust evidence or a systematic assessment of best practices” and “[w]hether [PDMPs] successfully reduce opioid misuse and overdoses remains unclear”).}
\footnote{92. Rebecca L. Haffajee, Anupam B. Jena & Scott G. Weiner, Mandatory Use of Prescription Drug Monitoring Programs, 313 JAMA PSYCHIATRY 891, 892 (2015).}
\footnote{93. The Myth of an Opioid Prescription Crisis, supra note 65.}
\footnote{96. Sarah E. Wakeman & Michael L. Barnett, Primary Care and the Opioid-Overdose Crisis: Buprenorphine Myths and Realities, 397 NEW ENG. J. MED. 1, 3 (2018); The Myth of an Opioid Prescription Crisis, supra note 65.}
C. Law Enforcement Access to PDMP Data

The DEA has repeatedly invoked its authority to conduct warrantless searches of patient prescribing data by issuing administrative subpoenas to state PDMPs pursuant to the CSA.\(^{97}\) The CSA expressly empowers the DEA to self-issue administrative subpoenas to investigate drug crimes.\(^{98}\) Under § 876 of the Act, the DEA “may subpoena witnesses, compel the attendance and testimony of witnesses, and require the production of any records (including books, papers, documents, and other tangible things which constitute or contain evidence) which the [agency] finds relevant or material to the investigation.”\(^{99}\) DEA administrative subpoenas are not subject to a probable cause requirement, are issued without court scrutiny or approval, and are judicially enforceable “to compel [the] compliance” of recipients.\(^{100}\)

The DEA concedes that it frequently utilizes administrative subpoenas to search state PDMP databases,\(^{101}\) including in states that require law enforcement to secure a warrant in order to access PDMP information.\(^{102}\) Because PDMP prescribing information is highly sensitive, state agencies, prescribers, and patients in at least three jurisdictions have challenged the DEA’s self-issuance of these general-warrant-like subpoenas on Fourth Amendment and due process grounds.\(^{103}\) To date, the DEA has successfully invoked, among other things, federal preemption defenses and the Fourth Amendment third-party doctrine,\(^{104}\) which has traditionally held that a person forfeits any

---

98. Id. § 876(a).
99. Id.
100. Id. § 876(c).
101. Declaration of Diversion Investigator Robert Churchwell at 3, U.S. Dep’t of Justice v. Utah Dep’t of Commerce, 2017 WL 3189868 (D. Utah July 27, 2017) (No. 2:16-cv-611) (conceding that “[w]hen examining and reviewing the prescribing activities of a DEA registrant, one of the principle investigative resources available to DEA investigative personnel is information contained within the Prescription Database Monitoring Programs (PDMPs) of the various states”).
privacy interest or property right in information that she voluntarily turns over to a third party.105

II. PRE-CARPENTER PDMP LITIGATION: OREGON & UTAH CASES

Prior to the Supreme Court’s Carpenter decision, the federal courts only had two occasions to examine the constitutionality of a DEA § 876 subpoena seeking data without a warrant from a state PDMP. Those cases were provoked by the Oregon and Utah PDMPs’ refusals to comply with DEA administrative subpoenas pursuant to their respective states’ statutory mandates denying law enforcement access to PDMP data without a warrant supported by probable cause. A thorough examination of the merits of the legal arguments raised in those cases first requires an overview of the pertinent Fourth Amendment and related legal doctrines on which the parties relied, which is provided in the following Section.

A. Fourth Amendment Overview

The Fourth Amendment protects “[t]he right of the people to be secure in their persons, houses, papers, and effects, against unreasonable searches and seizures.”106 The basic purpose of the Amendment is to safeguard “the privacy, dignity, and security of persons against certain arbitrary and invasive acts by officers of the Government, without regard to whether the government actor is investigating crime or performing another function.”107 In other words,

---

105. The most recent case, United States Department of Justice v. Rico Jonas, is the only PDMP case that the DEA filed post-Carpenter. Rico Jonas, 2018 WL 6718579, at *1. The Rico Jonas litigation was provoked by the New Hampshire Board of Pharmacy’s refusal to comply with a DEA § 876 subpoena seeking access to the state’s PDMP data based on, among other things, the state’s warrant requirement for law enforcement access to the database. See N.H. REV. STAT. ANN. § 318-B:35, 1(b)(3) (2019) (providing that access to PDMP data shall be given to “[a]uthorized law enforcement officials on a case-by-case basis for the purpose of investigation and prosecution of a criminal offense when presented with a court order based on probable cause,” meaning that “[n]o law enforcement agency or official shall have direct access to query program information” (emphasis added)). The Board lost before the United States District Court for the District of New Hampshire and the case is currently on appeal before the United States Court of Appeals for the First Circuit. Rico Jonas, 2018 WL 6718579, at *7.

106. U.S. CONST. amend. IV.

the Fourth Amendment “applies equally to civil and criminal law enforcement.”

Traditionally, courts interpreted the Fourth Amendment from a property-centric perspective and, as such, required an individual seeking its protection to establish that she had suffered a physical invasion of—or a trespass to—her private property at the hands of the government. Constitutional jurisprudence, however, has evolved and now provides a second path for those who seek sanctuary in the skirts of the Fourth Amendment: the reasonable expectation of privacy test outlined by Justice Harlan in his *Katz v. United States* concurrence.

The question in *Katz* was whether the FBI’s use of a listening device attached to a phone booth to intercept the petitioner’s telephone calls constituted a “search” for Fourth Amendment purposes. The *Katz* Court answered that question in the affirmative and rejected the traditional notion that a Fourth Amendment “search” is limited to instances that involve a “physical intrusion” into a “constitutionally protected area.” In doing so, the Court famously asserted that the Fourth Amendment “protects people, not places.”

---

111. *Id.* at 361 (Harlan, J., concurring); see also, e.g., Jed Rubenfeld, *The End of Privacy*, 61 Stan. L. Rev. 101, 105 (2008) (asserting that *Katz* “untethered” the Fourth Amendment from “the law of trespass”).
113. *Id.* at 350–53; see also *id.* at 353 (“The premise that property interests control the right of the Government to search and seize has been discredited.” (quoting Warden v. Hayden, 387 U.S. 294, 304 (1967))).
114. *Id.* at 351; see also *id.* at 361 (Harlan, J., concurring). As legal commentators have argued, “the Fourth Amendment’s text both explicitly and implicitly addresses privacy rights. The explicit recognition of privacy rights arises from the enumeration of the people’s right [t]o be secure in their persons [and] papers.” Richard Sobel, Barry Horwitz & Gerald Jenkins, *The Fourth Amendment Beyond Katz, Kyllo and Jones: Reinstating Justifiable Reliance as a More Secure Constitutional Standard for Privacy*, 22 B.U. Pub. Int. L.J. 1, 6 (2013). Moreover, “[i]mplicit recognition of the right to privacy, and a basis for its protections in an evolving technological
Justice Harlan concurred with that sentiment and created a two-pronged test, which provides that a Fourth Amendment search has occurred when (1) an individual has a subjective expectation of privacy in the items or area searched and (2) society recognizes that expectation as objectively reasonable.115

The Supreme Court adopted Justice Harlan’s privacy test a dozen years later in Smith v. Maryland.116 The Smith Court did not just invoke the test; rather, it applied its principles to arrive at the Court’s most expansive interpretation of the third-party doctrine.117 As the Court explained, “a person has no legitimate expectation of privacy in information he voluntarily turns over to third parties,” and thus, no right to invoke the Fourth Amendment to protect such information from search or seizure.118 The Smith Court went on to hold that the petitioner had no reasonable expectation of privacy in information he had voluntarily turned over to his telephone company.119

The evolution of the Katz test and the third-party doctrine are critical to understanding the arguments advanced by the parties in the Oregon and Utah PDMP cases. An additional line of cases that involve the standard applicable to administrative subpoenas, including Oklahoma Press Publishing Co. v. Walling120 and United States v.
Morton Salt Co.,\textsuperscript{121} was particularly important in the Utah litigation.\textsuperscript{122} In lockstep with those decisions, the Tenth Circuit held in Becker v. Kroll\textsuperscript{123} that “an investigatory or administrative subpoena is not subject to the same probable cause requirements as a search warrant.”\textsuperscript{124} Instead, “the Fourth Amendment requires only that a subpoena be ‘sufficiently limited in scope, relevant in purpose, and specific in directive so that compliance will not be unreasonably burdensome.’\textsuperscript{125}

As explained below, the Utah district court relied on Becker’s “reasonable relevance” test in its decision to enforce the DEA’s § 876 subpoena.

**B. Oregon PDMP v. U.S. DEA\textsuperscript{126}**

The Oregon legislature created its statewide PDMP in 2009.\textsuperscript{127} Oregon’s PDMP statute requires all in-state pharmacies to report the following information to its electronic database upon dispensing any Schedule II–IV drug: (1) the name, address, and date of birth of the patient; (2) the identification of the pharmacy; (3) the identification of the practitioner who prescribed the drug; (4) the identification of the drug; (5) the date of the prescription; (6) the date the drug was dispensed; and (7) the quantity of the drug dispensed.\textsuperscript{128} “The primary purpose of the PDMP is to provide practitioners and pharmacists a tool to improve health care, by providing health care providers with a means to identify and address problems related to the side effects of drugs, risks associated with the combined effects of prescription drugs . . . and overdose.”\textsuperscript{129}

Oregon’s PDMP statute expressly provides that prescription monitoring data constitutes protected health information (“PHI”) and,

---

\textsuperscript{123} Becker v. Kroll, 494 F.3d 904 (10th Cir. 2007).
\textsuperscript{124} Id. at 916 (citing See v. City of Seattle, 387 U.S. 541, 544 (1967)).
\textsuperscript{125} Id.
\textsuperscript{126} Or. Prescription Drug Monitoring Program v. U.S. Drug Enf’t Admin., 860 F.3d 1228 (9th Cir. 2017).
\textsuperscript{127} See OR. REV. STAT. § 431.962 (2014).
\textsuperscript{128} Id. § 431.964(1)(a)–(g); see also Or. Prescription Drug Monitoring Program v. U.S. Drug Enf’t Admin., 998 F. Supp. 2d 957, 960 (D. Or. 2014), rev’d, 860 F.3d 1228 (9th Cir. 2017).
\textsuperscript{129} Or. Prescription Drug Monitoring Program, 998 F. Supp. 2d at 960 (citation omitted) (quotations omitted).
as such, is subject only to limited disclosure. In fact, neither physicians nor pharmacists may access PDMP data unless they “certif[y] that the requested information is for the purpose of evaluating the need for or providing medical or pharmaceutical treatment for a patient to whom the practitioner or pharmacist anticipates providing, is providing or has provided care.” The statute also prohibits the PDMP custodian from disclosing prescribing data to law enforcement without a warrant.

Notwithstanding that warrant requirement, the DEA served at least two separate § 876 administrative subpoenas on the Oregon PDMP in 2012. The first, which was served on September 11, 2012, requested an individual patient’s prescribing information. The second, which was served six days later, demanded a “summary of all prescription drugs prescribed by two physicians.”

The Oregon PDMP refused to comply with those administrative subpoenas. Instead, it filed a complaint in federal district court seeking a declaration that “it cannot be compelled to disclose an individual’s protected health information to the DEA pursuant to an administrative subpoena unless so ordered by a federal court.” Shortly thereafter, the American Civil Liberties Union of Oregon, four John Doe patients, and Dr. James Roe intervened in the action and challenged the DEA’s issuance of the subpoenas on Fourth Amendment grounds.

The district court analyzed the parties’ Fourth Amendment claim under the *Katz* reasonable expectation of privacy test. The court

---

130. OR. REV. STAT. § 431.966(1)(a)(A) (2014) (expressly stating that “prescription monitoring information submitted . . . to the prescription monitoring program . . . is protected health information”).

131. *Or. Prescription Drug Monitoring Program*, 998 F. Supp. 2d at 960 (quoting OR. REV. STAT. § 431.966(2)(a)).

132. OR. REV. STAT. § 431.966(2)(a)(G) (providing that the PDMP may disclose such information only “[p]ursuant to a valid court order based on probable cause and issued at the request of a federal, state or local law enforcement agency engaged in an authorized drug-related investigation involving a person to whom the requested information pertains”).


135. *Id.*

136. *Id.*


acknowledged that the intervenors were entitled to “invoke the protections of the Fourth Amendment” if they could show that “they have an actual (subjective) expectation of privacy and . . . that the expectation be one that society is prepared to recognize as ‘reasonable.’” With regard to the first prong of the Katz test, the court determined that “each of the patient intervenors has a subjective expectation of privacy in his prescription information, as would nearly any person who has used prescription drugs.” The court had forecasted that outcome earlier in its opinion when it acknowledged that depending on the drug prescribed, the information reported to PDMP can reveal a great deal of information regarding a particular patient including the condition treated by the prescribed drug. Schedule II–IV drugs can be used to treat a multitude of medical conditions including AIDS, psychiatric disorders, chronic pain, drug or alcohol addiction, and gender identity disorder.

The court also held that physician–intervenor James Roe had “a subjective expectation of privacy in his prescribing information.” In reaching that conclusion, the court pointed to Dr. Roe’s declaration, which “describe[d] his duty of confidentiality to his patients and how law enforcement has made doctors, including himself, reluctant to prescribe schedule II–IV drugs where medically indicated.” The court further explained that “the DEA inserts itself into a decision that should ordinarily be left to the doctor and his or her patient” when it surveils prescribing data.

The Oregon district court then proceeded to the second prong of Katz, which queries whether society is prepared to recognize the intervenors’ subjective expectations of privacy as objectively reasonable. The court explained that “[m]edical records, of which prescription records form a not insignificant part, have long been treated with confidentiality.” It supported that statement by pointing to the ancient Hippocratic Oath, the Health Insurance Portability and

139. Id. at 964 (citing Katz v. United States, 389 U.S. 347, 361 (1967) (Harlan, J., concurring)).
140. Id. at 964.
141. Id. at 960.
142. Id. at 964.
143. Id.
144. Id.
145. Id.
Accountability Act ("HIPAA") Privacy Rule,\textsuperscript{146} and the Ninth Circuit’s decision in \textit{Tucson Woman's Clinic v. Eden},\textsuperscript{147} which held that "all provision of medical services in private physicians’ offices carries with it a high expectation of privacy for both physician and patient."\textsuperscript{148} Ultimately, the "court easily conclude[d] that the intervenors’ subjective expectation of privacy in their prescription information [wa] objectively reasonable."\textsuperscript{149} According to the court,

\begin{quote}

it is more than reasonable for patients to believe that law enforcement agencies will not have unfettered access to their records, . . . By obtaining the prescription records for [certain intervenors], a person would know that they have used testosterone in particular quantities and by extension, that they have gender identity disorder and are treating it through hormone therapy. \textit{It is difficult to conceive of information that is more private or more deserving of Fourth Amendment protection.}\textsuperscript{150}
\end{quote}

The court also rejected the DEA’s argument that the third-party doctrine undermined the intervenors’ reasonable expectation of privacy in their prescribing data.\textsuperscript{151} In so doing, the court distinguished the leading third-party doctrine cases: \textit{United States v. Miller},\textsuperscript{152} and \textit{Smith}. First, the court explained that PDMP records are "more inherently personal or private"\textsuperscript{153} than the bank records in \textit{Miller} and the dialed telephone numbers in \textit{Smith} and, as such, are "entitled to and treated with a heightened expectation of privacy."\textsuperscript{154} Second, it pointed out that, while \textit{Miller} and \textit{Smith} largely turned on the voluntary conveyance of the information at issue in those cases, "patients and doctors are not voluntarily conveying information to the PDMP” because those conveyances are "required by law."\textsuperscript{155}

The DEA appealed the district court’s ruling to the Ninth Circuit. The appellate court, however, held that the intervenors lacked standing to raise Fourth Amendment claims because they were not the targets

\begin{footnotesize}
\textsuperscript{146} Id.
\textsuperscript{147} Tucson Woman’s Clinic v. Eden, 379 F.3d 531, 550 (9th Cir. 2004).
\textsuperscript{148} Id. at 550.
\textsuperscript{149} Or. Prescription Drug Monitoring Program, 998 F. Supp. 2d at 966.
\textsuperscript{150} Id. (emphasis added) (citations omitted).
\textsuperscript{151} Id. at 967.
\textsuperscript{152} United States v. Miller, 425 U.S. 435 (1976).
\textsuperscript{153} Or. Prescription Drug Monitoring Program, 998 F. Supp. 2d at 967 (quoting United States v. Golden Valley Elec. Ass’n, 689 F.3d 1108, 1116 (9th Cir. 2012)).
\textsuperscript{154} Id.
\textsuperscript{155} Id.
\end{footnotesize}
C. DOJ v. Utah DOC

Approximately four weeks after the Ninth Circuit decided the Oregon PDMP case, a Utah federal district court issued a decision based on similar facts. Utah created its state PDMP, which is administered by the Utah Department of Commerce (“DOC”), in 1995. Utah’s PDMP contains record data about “every prescription for a controlled substance dispensed in the state to any individual other than an inpatient in a licensed health care facility.” Specifically, Utah requires all nonhospital dispensers to electronically report the following information to its PDMP: (1) the name, date of birth, gender, and street address of the patient; (2) positive identification information for the patient; (3) the name of the prescriber; (4) the name of the drug; and (5) the strength, quantity, and dosage of the drug dispensed.

On November 12, 2015, the DEA served an administrative subpoena on the Utah DOC requesting “all prescription records associated with DEA Registrant #1 for the time period of January 8, 2015 to present,” including “all controlled substance prescriptions issued by the subject of the investigation and to whom these prescriptions were issued.” Much like Oregon, Utah’s PDMP enabling statute requires law enforcement to obtain a warrant to access

157. Id. at 1235.
158. Id. at 1236.
161. Id. 58-37f-201(5)(a); Utah Dep’t of Commerce, 2017 WL 3189868, at *3.
PDMP data. The Utah DOC, therefore, refused to comply with the administrative subpoena. The DEA responded by filing a petition to enforce the subpoena in federal district court. Several parties intervened in the action as respondents opposed to the DEA’s petition, including the Salt Lake County Firefighters, Equality Utah, American Civil Liberties Union of Utah, and two John Doe patients.

As alluded to previously, the Utah district court held that the DEA’s administrative subpoena was subject to the “reasonable relevance test.” In Becker, the Tenth Circuit held that administrative investigatory subpoenas were not subject to the same threshold requirements as a Fourth Amendment warrant. Instead, such subpoenas pass muster so long as they are “sufficiently limited in scope, relevant in purpose, and specific in directive so that compliance will not be unreasonably burdensome.” Because the DEA subpoena at issue in the Utah PDMP litigation only “requested records for one specific physician for a limited time period,” “was relevant in purpose,” “was specific in directive,” and was in response to an ongoing investigation, the district court found that it easily satisfied the reasonable relevance test.

The court then evaluated whether the Utah patients and prescribers had a reasonable expectation of privacy in their PDMP data. Although the court acknowledged that “[m]edical records, including prescriptions, are no doubt personal and private matters,” it concluded that the “expectation of privacy analysis nonetheless weighs in the DEA’s favor,” relying on the third-party doctrine and the highly regulated industries exception to the Fourth Amendment.

165. Utah Code Ann. § 58-37f-301(2)(m) (stating that the Utah DOC is prohibited from disclosing PDMP data to law enforcement unless it is presented with a “valid search warrant . . . related to: (i) one or more controlled substances; and (ii) a specific person who is a subject of the investigation”); see also Utah Admin. Code R156-37f-301(5)(a) (“Federal, state and local law enforcement authorities and state and local prosecutors requesting information from the [PDMP] . . . shall provide a valid search warrant authorized by the courts . . . .”); Utah Dep’t of Commerce, 2017 WL 3189868, at *1 (“[T]he State claims the Utah Controlled Substance Database Act (the ‘Database Act’) requires a warrant for law enforcement searches of the Database.”).

166. Utah Dep’t of Commerce, 2017 WL 3189868, at *3.

167. Id.

168. Id. at *1.

169. Becker v. Kroll, 494 F.3d 904 (10th Cir. 2007).


171. Becker, 494 F.3d at 916.

172. Id. (quoting See v. City of Seattle, 387 U.S. 541, 544 (1967)).


174. Id. at *8.
Consequently, the court granted the DEA’s petition to enforce the subpoena.175

III. EVALUATING THE PDMP CASES UNDER PRE-CARPENTER PRECEDENT

The DEA advanced several arguments in its campaign to enforce the administrative subpoenas it served on the Oregon and Utah PDMPs. Specifically, the DEA argued that its administrative investigatory subpoena was exempt from the Fourth Amendment probable cause standard, the CSA preempted the states’ warrant requirements, patients lacked any reasonable expectation of privacy in their prescribing data, and the third-party doctrine exempted the agency from the Fourth Amendment warrant requirement. This Section describes and dissects each of those contentions. In so doing, it argues that the Oregon district court reached the correct result and the Utah case was wrongly decided under the applicable pre-Carpenter precedent.

A. Pre-Carpenter Administrative-Subpoena Cases

The Supreme Court has deemed “searches conducted outside the judicial process . . . per se unreasonable . . . subject only to a few specifically established and well-delineated exceptions”176 and has generally required individualized suspicion for warrantless searches.177 There is a line of pre-Carpenter decisions, however, that hold that certain investigatory or administrative subpoenas are not subject to the Fourth Amendment probable cause requirement. Under those cases, which trace their lineage to Oklahoma Press Publishing Co. v. Walling178 and United States v. Morton Salt Co.,179 “when an

175. Id. at *9.
178. See Okla. Press Publ’g Co. v. Walling, 327 U.S. 186, 216 (1946) (determining that the administrator of the FTC’s “investigative function” is “essentially the same as the grand jury’s, or the court’s in issuing other pretrial orders for the discovery of evidence, and is governed by the same limitations . . . that he shall not act arbitrarily or in excess of his statutory authority” but recognizing that “this does not mean that his inquiry must be ‘limited . . . by forecasts of the probable result of the investigation. . . .’” (quoting Blair v. United States, 250 U.S. 273, 282 (1919))).
179. See United States v. Morton Salt Co., 338 U.S. 632, 652 (1950) (recognizing that “a governmental investigation into corporate matters may be of such a sweeping nature and so unrelated to the matter properly under inquiry as to exceed the investigatory power” but opinion
administrative agency subpoenas *corporate books or records*, the Fourth Amendment requires [only] that the subpoena be sufficiently limited in scope, relevant in purpose, and specific in directive so that compliance will not be unreasonably burdensome.” 180

The DEA based its authority to conduct warrantless searches of Oregon and Utah PDMP data primarily on these grounds and, in fact, prevailed on that argument in the Utah litigation. There, the DEA contended that that the court’s role in reviewing an agency’s petition to enforce an administrative subpoena is “strictly limited” to the reasonable relevance test. 181 As explained above, the Utah district court agreed and held that the DEA subpoena at issue easily satisfied that lenient standard of review. 182

There are, however, at least two reasons to question whether the district court applied the right test in reaching its ruling in the Utah PDMP case. First, the cases on which the court relied in applying the reasonable relevance test are of suspect applicability because they expressly limit their holdings to administrative subpoenas seeking *corporate* books or records. 183 The prescribing data stored in state PDMPs, however, are patients’ private health records—not corporate records. Second, the state agencies from which the DEA sought records in the PDMP cases are not corporations. Rather, they are

---

183. See Morton Salt Co., 338 U.S. at 651–52 (limiting its Fourth Amendment inquiry to the request for corporate records); Okla. Press, 327 U.S. at 210 (“The only records or documents sought were corporate ones.”); see also Christopher Slobogin, *Subpoenas and Privacy*, 54 DePaul L. Rev. 805, 816 (2005) (“[A]ll of these [early twentieth-century-administrative subpoena] cases involved government attempts to obtain corporate or other business documents. Throughout the first half of the twentieth century, the Court had intimated that subpoenas for private records might have to meet a higher standard.”); Katherine Scherb, Comment, *Administrative Subpoenas for Private Financial Records: What Protection for Privacy Does the Fourth Amendment Afford?*, 1996 Wis. L. Rev. 1075, 1085 (“The Supreme Court decisions of the 1940s and 1950s which developed the current Fourth Amendment standard for administrative subpoenas addressed administrative subpoenas seeking corporate records.”).
“government actors, subject to the strictures of the Fourth Amendment.”

1. State PDMP Data Are Not Corporate Books or Records. The PDMP records sought by the DEA in the Utah and Oregon cases are distinguishable from the corporate books and records subpoenaed in *Oklahoma Press* and *Morton Salt*. State PDMPs are populated with prescriber, dispenser, and patient health-care data, all of which are uploaded to the databases by dispensers subject to a state mandate and much of which is derived from confidential patient–physician communications. This is important because the Supreme Court has long distinguished between the Fourth Amendment rights that pertain to corporations and those that apply to private individuals.

In *Oklahoma Press*, several newspaper-publishing corporations challenged the right of the U.S. Department of Labor to judicially enforce its investigatory subpoenas for corporate records. The corporate petitioners contended that “enforcement would permit the [government] to conduct general fishing expeditions into [their] books, records, and papers” without probable cause. The Court rejected the corporations’ argument that the probable cause standard applies to administrative subpoenas and, in so doing, explained that corporations “are not entitled to all of the constitutional protections which private individuals have.” Instead, the Court held that, insofar as administrative subpoenas for corporate records are concerned, the Fourth Amendment “at the most guards against abuse only by way of too much indefiniteness or breadth in the things required to be ‘particularly described,’ if also the inquiry is one the demanding agency is authorized by law to make and the materials specified are

---

184. *Ferguson v. City of Charleston*, 532 U.S. 67, 76 (2001); *see also* *New Jersey v. T.L.O.*, 469 U.S. 325, 335 (1985) (explaining that “this Court has never limited the [Fourth] Amendment’s prohibition on unreasonable searches and seizures to operations conducted by the police”; instead, “the Court has long spoken of the Fourth Amendment’s strictures as restraints imposed upon ‘governmental action’—that is, ‘upon the activities of sovereign authority’” (quoting *Burdeau v. McDowell*, 256 U.S. 465, 475 (1921))).


187. *Id.* at 195.

188. *Id.* at 205.
relevant.” In reaching that result, the Court emphasized that the challenged administrative subpoena sought corporate, as opposed to private, papers.

Much the same can be said about the Court’s ruling in Morton Salt. There, the respondents—several corporate salt producers and a trade union—challenged the Federal Trade Commission’s (“FTC”) power to require them to file reports indicating compliance with a federal court decree enforcing a cease and desist order. The Morton Salt Court upheld the FTC’s right to subpoena those compliance reports under the relaxed reasonable relevance standard—and explained that corporations do not merit the same degree of Fourth Amendment protection as private persons:

While they may and should have protection from unlawful demands made in the name of public investigation, corporations can claim no equality with individuals in the enjoyment of a right to privacy. They are endowed with public attributes. They have a collective impact upon society, from which they derive the privilege of acting as artificial entities.

In other words, “the clear import of Oklahoma Press and Morton Salt is that the standard for judicial enforcement of administrative subpoenas of a private citizen’s private papers is stricter than that for corporate papers.”

Skeptics might complain that since Oklahoma Press and Morton Salt were decided the federal courts have abandoned any meaningful distinction between corporate and private papers insofar as

189. Id. at 208.
190. Id. at 204–05 (“[I]t has been settled that corporations are not entitled to all of the constitutional protections which private individuals have in these and related matters.”).
192. See id. at 652–53 (noting that an administrative investigation is “sufficient” if it is “within the authority of the agency, . . . not too indefinite[,] . . . reasonably relevant,” and not unreasonable (citing Okla. Press, 327 U.S. at 208)).
193. Id. at 652 (citations omitted).
194. Parks v. FDIC, 65 F.3d 207, 211 (1st Cir. 1995), reh’g en banc granted, opinion withdrawn (Nov. 20, 1995); see also FDIC v. Wentz, 55 F.3d 905, 908 (3d Cir. 1995) (“When personal documents of individuals, as contrasted with business records of corporations, are the subject of an administrative subpoena, privacy concerns must be considered.”); In re McVane, 44 F.3d 1127, 1137 (2d Cir. 1995) (noting that an administrative subpoena directed at individuals implicates privacy rights); Resolution Tr. Corp. v. Walde, 18 F.3d 943, 948 (D.C. Cir. 1994) (distinguishing between administrative subpoenas that seek corporate records and those that seek personal papers).
administrative subpoenas are concerned. They have a point. As one legal scholar has explained, “the minimal relevance standard once used primarily in connection with business subpoenas now authorizes access to vast amounts of personal information, to wit, any personal information that is in record form” and “that regime seems to conflict with the Fourth Amendment’s injunction that searches and seizures of papers, as well as of houses, persons, and effects, are unreasonable unless authorized by a warrant based on probable cause.”

Yet, save for one fairly obscure and easily distinguishable 1964 case, Ryan v. United States, the Supreme Court has never held that the reasonable relevance standard applies to administratively subpoenaed private papers where the target of the investigation has a personal privacy interest in those documents. Moreover, the Court made it clear ten years after Ryan that the Fourth Amendment prohibits even a grand jury subpoena from requiring a target to produce “private books and records that would incriminate him.” As a result, to the extent that highly sensitive and revealing patient PDMP prescribing data are fairly characterized as private health-care records—that is, records in which the individual target has a personal privacy interest—PDMP records are arguably distinct from corporate records for constitutional purposes and are entitled to heightened Fourth Amendment protection.

2. PDMP Data Are Maintained by State Actors. The PDMP cases are further distinguishable from Oklahoma Press and Morton Salt because PDMP data are collected by state actors subject to the Fourth Amendment and not by corporate entities. One of the primary

---

195. See Slobogin, supra note 183, at 817–20 (describing the erosion of “the sixty-year-old distinction between corporate and personal records in connection with the subpoena process”).

196. Id. at 826.

197. Ryan v. United States, 379 U.S. 61 (1964). In Ryan, the Supreme Court issued a terse order holding that the IRS could subpoena the books of a private taxpayer under suspicion of tax fraud to ascertain his actual income without a showing of probable cause. Id. at 62. The Court provided no rationale for its decision except “we sustain the judgment of the Court of Appeals for the reasons given in United States v. Powell.” Id. (citation omitted). Powell, however, was a case that exclusively involved an IRS subpoena for corporate tax records. United States v. Powell, 379 U.S. 48, 49 (1964). One could also argue that Ryan is unique insofar as the target was under a pre-subpoena legal obligation to provide the contents of the documents sought—his annual-earnings information—to the very agency seeking those documents—the IRS.

198. See Carpenter v. United States, 138 S. Ct. 2206, 2221 (2018) (‘‘[T]his Court has never held that the Government may subpoena third parties for records in which the suspect has a reasonable expectation of privacy.’’).

rationales for the application of a lenient standard of suspicion to administrative subpoenas is that such subpoenas do not involve actual searches and, therefore, merit no Fourth Amendment protection at all. For example, in Oklahoma Press, the Court contended that administrative subpoenas do not amount to “actual searches” because “[n]o officer or other person has sought to enter petitioners’ premises against their will, to search them, or to seize or examine their books, records or papers without their assent”\(^{200}\) rather, at best, they constitute “constructive” searches *conducted by the target of the investigation themselves and not the government*.\(^{201}\)

The DEA administrative subpoenas at issue in the PDMP cases, however, do not fit comfortably into this “constructive” search framework.\(^{202}\) In the PDMP context, one government actor—the state legislature—legally compels drug dispensers to submit patient prescribing data to a state agency database while expressly limiting law enforcement agency access to that database via a warrant requirement. A second government actor—the DEA—then demands that sensitive health-care information from the state PDMP without any individualized suspicion, warrant, or other judicial order in violation of the express limitations placed on its access to that information by the state legislature. It is, therefore, problematic to characterize DEA administrative subpoenas directed at state PDMPs as “constructive searches” *conducted by the target of the investigation themselves and not the government*. Rather, the DEA subpoenas demand that a state agency, which itself is a government actor bound by the Fourth Amendment, conduct an actual search for private health records sought by law enforcement and often without notice to the target of the investigation.\(^{203}\)

\(^{200}\) Okla. Press Publ’g Co. v. Walling, 327 U.S. 186, 195 (1946).

\(^{201}\) Id. at 202; Slobogin, *supra* note 183, at 827.

\(^{202}\) Slobogin, *supra* note 183, at 827 (explaining that “several Supreme Court justices have suggested that document subpoenas are not Fourth Amendment searches [because]: (1) They rely on the recordholder, not the government, to produce the documents; (2) the target can challenge them before surrendering any items; and (3) they do not involve physical trespass or intrusion”).

\(^{203}\) See, e.g., U.S. Dep’t of Justice v. Utah Dep’t of Commerce, No. 2:16-cv-611, 2017 WL 3189868, at *7 (D. Utah July 27, 2017); *see also* Slobogin, *supra* note 183, at 827 (noting that one of the rationales supporting the lenient reasonable relevance standard that applies to administrative subpoenas is the target’s ability to “challenge them before surrendering any items” and characterizing this rationale as specious given that “[t]he fact that it is the target (or a third party) rather than the police who locates the documents obviously does not change the nature of the revelations they contain, which can include information about medical treatment, finances, education, the identity of one’s communicants, and even the contents of one’s communications”); *id.* (explaining further that “[t]he target’s ability to challenge a subpoena, while it may inhibit
Fourth Amendment case law draws a meaningful line between law enforcement’s demand that an investigatory target or a corporate third party conduct a search and law enforcement’s demand that another government agency do the same. For instance, in Ferguson v. City of Charleston,\(^{204}\) the policy at issue involved a collaboration between a “public hospital operated in the city of Charleston by the Medical University of South Carolina ("MUSC") . . . concerned about an apparent increase in the use of cocaine by patients who were receiving prenatal treatment\(^{205}\) and the City of Charleston Police Department ("CPD"), prosecutors, and other law enforcement officials.\(^{206}\) Pursuant to that collaboration, the state hospital, MUSC, identified pregnant patients suspected of drug abuse and then surreptitiously tested those patients for cocaine use through a urine drug screen if they met certain criteria.\(^{207}\) When a patient tested positive for cocaine via the screen, MUSC then referred her either to substance-abuse treatment or to the police for arrest and prosecution for illicit drug use—or both.\(^{208}\)

The Supreme Court described the question presented in Ferguson broadly as “whether a state hospital’s performance of a diagnostic test to obtain evidence of a patient’s criminal conduct for law enforcement purposes is an unreasonable search if the patient has not consented to the procedure”; and, “more narrowly,” as “whether the interest in using the threat of criminal sanctions to deter pregnant women from using cocaine can justify a departure from the general rule that an official nonconsensual search is unconstitutional if not authorized by a valid warrant.”\(^{209}\) The Court ruled that “MUSC is a state hospital, [and] the members of its staff are government actors, subject to the strictures of the Fourth Amendment” and, as such, “the urine tests conducted by those staff members were indisputably searches within the meaning of the Fourth Amendment.”\(^{210}\) It was, therefore, highly relevant in Ferguson that the initial search was conducted by a state actor bound

\(^{205}\) Id. at 70.
\(^{206}\) See id. at 70–73 (describing the policy at issue).
\(^{207}\) Id. at 71.
\(^{208}\) Id. at 72.
\(^{209}\) Id. at 69–70.
\(^{210}\) Id. at 76. The Court recognized that “[n]either the District Court nor the Court of Appeals concluded that any of the nine criteria used to identify the women to be searched provided either probable cause to believe that they were using cocaine, or even the basis for a reasonable suspicion of such use.” Id.
by the Fourth Amendment and not an individual target or a corporation.

Moreover, in holding that the MUSC–CPD policy violated the petitioners’ Fourth Amendment rights, the Court was careful to distinguish the policy from its previous “special needs” cases, in which the Court had held that suspicionless drug tests conducted by certain state actors—public employers and school officials—were permissible.211 In doing so, the Court emphasized three points. First, the “special needs” or “administrative search” exception to the warrant requirement is expressly confined to a “search policy designed to serve non-law-enforcement ends”212 whereas the “central and indispensable feature of the [MUSC–CPD] policy from its inception was the use of law enforcement to coerce the patients into substance abuse treatment.”213 Second, “[i]n the previous four [special-needs] cases, there was no misunderstanding about the purpose of the test or the potential use of the test results, and there were protections against the dissemination of the results to third parties” generally, and law enforcement specifically.214 Finally, “[t]he reasonable expectation of privacy enjoyed by the typical patient undergoing diagnostic tests in a hospital is that the results of those tests will not be shared with nonmedical personnel without her consent”215 and “an intrusion on that expectation [of privacy] may have adverse consequences because it may deter patients from receiving needed medical care.”216

The obvious parallels between Ferguson and the PDMP cases make it easy to understand why the DEA failed to invoke the special-needs doctrine in support of its warrantless searches in the Utah and Oregon litigation. There, both cases involved a state actor’s disclosure of patient prescribing data to law enforcement without patient consent. Recognizing this important distinction, the DEA attempted to distinguish Ferguson on the sole basis that, in that case, law enforcement relied on a collaborative policy and not on the service of administrative subpoenas to collect private health information from

211. Id. at 77–80.
212. Id. at 74.
213. Id. at 80.
214. Id. at 78.
215. Id.
216. Id. at 78 n.14.
another state actor.\textsuperscript{217} The Oregon district court, which relied on \textit{Ferguson} in ruling in favor of the intervenors,\textsuperscript{218} refused to even address that argument.\textsuperscript{219} The Utah district court, on the other hand, did distinguish \textit{Ferguson} at least in part on that basis, explaining that “[a]lthough \textit{Ferguson} involved information passed from one government entity to another, it did not involve an administrative subpoena.”\textsuperscript{220}

The Utah district court’s disposal of \textit{Ferguson} on such grounds is specious for several reasons. First, the pertinent legal distinction between law enforcement’s extraction of private prescribing information from another government agency under the special-needs exception and the same conduct pursuant to an administrative subpoena is that a special-needs target is actually better off than a subpoena target. As \textit{Ferguson} and the PDMP cases illustrate, investigatory targets can challenge either of those warrantless searches in federal district court. The Fourth Amendment protections provided to targets of warrantless searches under the special-needs doctrine’s balancing test, however, well exceed the minimal relevance standard that applies to targets of warrantless administrative subpoenas.\textsuperscript{221}

Second, the PDMP patients and prescribers arguably have a higher—and even more reasonable—expectation of privacy in their prescribing data than did the patients in \textit{Ferguson}. This is because the \textit{Ferguson} patients were not provided any guarantees by the hospital—or any other state actor—that the results of their drug tests would not be shared with law enforcement. Instead, the \textit{Ferguson} patients’ privacy interests emanated from an assumption: that any patient reasonably expects that hospitals will not share their diagnostic testing results with nonmedical personnel without their consent.\textsuperscript{222} The Utah

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{flushleft}


219. \textit{Id.}


221. \textit{See}, e.g., \textit{Ferguson}, 532 U.S. at 78 (espousing that, in the special-needs cases, the Court “employed a balancing test that weighed the intrusion on the individual’s interest in privacy against the ‘special needs’ that supported the program” and not the reasonable relevance test).

222. \textit{See id.} (“The reasonable expectation of privacy enjoyed by the typical patient undergoing diagnostic tests in a hospital is that the results of those tests will not be shared with nonmedical personnel without her consent.”).
\end{flushleft}
\end{footnotesize}
patients’ reasonable expectation that their PDMP health data would not be subject to a warrantless search by law enforcement, on the other hand, is based on the fact that the Utah legislature expressly enacted a statute that requires law enforcement to obtain a warrant to access PDMP data.223

B. Pre-Carpenter Third-Party Doctrine

The DEA also argued in the Oregon and Utah cases that it was entitled to PDMP prescribing data without a warrant under the third-party doctrine.224 The third-party doctrine is implicated whenever an individual voluntarily shares information with a third party that later submits that information to the government. As the Supreme Court has held, “a person has no legitimate expectation of privacy in information he voluntarily turns over to third parties,” and, thus, no cause to seek shelter in the Fourth Amendment to protect any information held by a third party from government search or seizure.225 This is because a person who voluntarily turns over information to third parties “assume[s] the risk” that the third party will disclose that information to the government.226 As Professor Monu Bedi recently explained,

[the early cases applying the third party doctrine centered on face-to-face conversations with government informants. Under these decisions, as long as agents did not trespass on a person’s property, individuals did not have Fourth Amendment protection in what they disclosed to an undercover informant, irrespective of the individual’s belief that the informant would not disclose the information to the government. . . . As the Court articulated, “a wrongdoer’s misplaced belief that a person to whom he voluntary confides his wrongdoing will not reveal it” receives no protection under the Fourth Amendment.227

The Supreme Court expanded the third-party doctrine to encompass documents over the course of three 1970s-era decisions:

226. Id. at 744.
Couch v. United States, United States v. Miller, and Smith v. Maryland. Any discussion of the third-party doctrine—and its applicability to PDMP prescribing data—must begin with Miller and Smith. Moreover, and as explained below, while the Court’s decisions in United States v. Jones and Riley v. California are instructive, they did not alter the Miller–Smith regime.

1. United States v. Miller. In Miller, the U.S. Department of the Treasury presented grand jury subpoenas to two banks requesting Miller’s account records. The banks complied with those subpoenas and produced Miller’s checks, deposit slips, financial statements, and monthly statements to the government. The district court denied Miller’s motion to suppress those records, but the court of appeals reversed, holding “that the government had improperly circumvented [Miller’s] Fourth Amendment right against unreasonable searches and seizures” by obtaining his bank records without a warrant. The government appealed that decision, arguing that Miller had no Fourth Amendment interest in the records. The Supreme Court agreed pursuant to the third-party doctrine.

Miller is often quoted for its statement that the Fourth Amendment’s warrant clause “does not prohibit the obtaining of information revealed to a third party and conveyed by him to
[g]overnment authorities, even if the information is revealed on the assumption that it will be used only for a limited purpose and the confidence placed in the third party will not be betrayed.\textsuperscript{239} The breadth and scope of that contention is sweeping. It is important to point out, however, that \textit{Miller} acknowledged the Court’s obligation to “\textit{examine the nature of the particular documents sought to be protected} in order to determine whether there is a legitimate ‘expectation of privacy’ concerning their contents” in deciding the Fourth Amendment claim presented—and it did just that.\textsuperscript{240} Specifically, the Court held that Miller had no legitimate expectation of privacy in his checks and deposit slips because “\textit{checks are not confidential communications but negotiable instruments to be used in commercial transactions}.”\textsuperscript{241} The Court also emphasized the voluntariness of Miller’s banking transactions, pointing out that “\textit{all of the documents obtained . . . contain only information voluntarily conveyed to the banks}.”\textsuperscript{242}

2. \textit{Smith} v. Maryland. Three years after \textit{Miller}, the Court decided \textit{Smith}.\textsuperscript{243} That case involved a telephone company’s installation of a pen register at its central offices at the police’s request in order to record the numbers Smith dialed from his home phone.\textsuperscript{244} The Court applied the \textit{Katz} test to Smith’s Fourth Amendment challenge and held that it failed both prongs.\textsuperscript{245} First, the Court ruled that “\textit{people in general [do not] entertain any actual expectation of privacy in the numbers they dial}” from their home phones.\textsuperscript{246} Second, it concluded that “\textit{even if [Smith] did harbor some subjective expectation that the phone numbers he dialed would remain private, this expectation is not one that society is prepared to recognize as reasonable}”\textsuperscript{247} because “a person has no legitimate expectation of privacy in information he voluntarily turns over to third parties.”\textsuperscript{248}

\textsuperscript{239.} \textit{Miller}, 425 U.S. at 443.
\textsuperscript{240.} \textit{Id.} at 442 (emphasis added).
\textsuperscript{241.} \textit{Id.}
\textsuperscript{242.} \textit{Id.} (emphasis added).
\textsuperscript{243.} \textit{Smith}, 442 U.S. at 735.
\textsuperscript{244.} \textit{Id.} at 737.
\textsuperscript{245.} \textit{See id.} at 739–46 (conducting its Fourth Amendment analysis based on \textit{Katz v. United States}, 389 U.S. 347 (1967)).
\textsuperscript{246.} \textit{Id.} at 742.
\textsuperscript{247.} \textit{Id.} at 743 (quoting \textit{Katz}, 389 U.S. at 361).
\textsuperscript{248.} \textit{Id.} at 743–44 (citing United States v. Miller, 425 U.S. 435, 442–44 (1976)).
The Court reasoned that when Smith used his home phone, he “voluntarily conveyed numerical information to the telephone company and ‘exposed’ that information to its equipment in the ordinary course of business.” As a result, he “assumed the risk that the company would reveal to police the numbers he dialed” and abandoned any Fourth Amendment protection in the numbers he voluntarily conveyed to the phone company.

3. The Fourth Amendment Supervillain, Jones, and Riley. “The third-party doctrine has been subject to tsunamis of criticism” as a result of its alleged failure to put any “constitutional limits on dragnet data collection.” Professor Orin Kerr proffered that “[t]he third-party doctrine is the Fourth Amendment rule scholars love to hate. It is the _Lochner_ of search and seizure law, widely criticized as profoundly misguided.” Professor Jane Bambauer opined that “[t]he third-party doctrine has become the Fourth Amendment’s supervillain” and Professor Daniel Solove characterized the doctrine as “one of the most serious threats to privacy in the digital age.” In sum, “[t]here are few areas of constitutional law that raise scholars’ ire and trouble jurists like the Fourth Amendment’s third-party doctrine.”

The Supreme Court is well aware of these critiques. In fact, in _United States v. Jones_, five Justices openly discussed the third-party
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257. _United States v. Jones_, 565 U.S. 400 (2012). The third-party doctrine was inapposite to the Court’s holding in _Jones_, which was that the police’s “attachment of a Global-Positioning-System (GPS) tracking device to an individual’s vehicle, and subsequent use of that device to
doctrine’s inability to resolve modern-day surveillance and data-aggregation cases given the frequency with which personal data is transmitted electronically, stored by third-party intermediaries, and, therefore, not obtained by a physical invasion or trespass. In her *Jones* concurrence, Justice Sotomayor urged “reconsider[ation of] the premise that an individual has no reasonable expectation of privacy in information voluntarily disclosed to third parties.” She added that the doctrine “is ill suited to the digital age, in which people reveal a great deal of information about themselves to third parties in the course of carrying out mundane tasks,” including the disclosure of “medications they purchase to online retailers.” Justice Sotomayor also cautioned that “by making available at a relatively low cost such a substantial quantum of intimate information about any person whom the government, in its unfettered discretion, chooses to track,” digital surveillance techniques, like GPS monitoring, “may ‘alter the relationship between citizen and government in a way that is inimical to democratic society.’”

The Supreme Court further evidenced its interest in limiting the extension of certain analog-era Fourth Amendment doctrines to electronically stored information in *Riley v. California*. *Riley* involved a police search of a suspect’s cell phone incident to his arrest. As the Court colorfully explained, *Riley* “require[d it] to decide how the search incident to arrest doctrine applies to modern cell phones, which are now such a pervasive and insistent part of daily life that the proverbial visitor from Mars might conclude they were an important feature of human anatomy.”

The *Riley* Court unanimously held that police are required to secure a warrant in order to conduct a search of an individual’s cell phone incident to arrest. In reaching that result, Chief Justice Roberts observed that, while the “categorical” search incident to arrest
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rule established in *United States v. Robinson*\(^\text{266}\) "strikes the appropriate balance [between an individual’s privacy and the promotion of legitimate government interests] in the context of physical objects, neither of its rationales [e.g., harm to officers and destruction of evidence] has much force with respect to digital content on cell phones."\(^\text{267}\) He further declared that “[c]ell phones differ in both a quantitative and a qualitative sense from other objects that might be kept on an arrestee’s person,” largely due to their capacity to store vast quantities of personal information\(^\text{268}\) and “pervasiveness.”\(^\text{269}\)

The *Riley* Court found the government’s argument that cell-phone-data searches are materially indistinguishable from searches of physical items patently absurd, responding: “[t]hat is like saying a ride on horseback is materially indistinguishable from a flight to the moon. Both are ways of getting from point A to point B, but little else justifies lumping them together.”\(^\text{270}\) The importance of *Riley* is that it represents the Court’s willingness to depart from the mechanical application of analog-era Fourth Amendment doctrines to the search of mass storage, digital devices which, as the Court recognized, “hold for many Americans ‘the privacies of life.’”\(^\text{271}\)

This Fourth Amendment digital doctrinal renaissance had little material impact on the third-party doctrine prior to *Carpenter*.\(^\text{272}\) *Miller* and *Smith*, therefore, remained binding precedent. As a result, law enforcement agencies, including the DEA, relied heavily on their holdings to conduct sweeping, warrantless investigations of personal data held by third parties, including suspicionless searches of sensitive health information contained in state PDMP electronic databases.\(^\text{273}\)
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C. Application of Pre-Carpenter Third-Party-Doctrine Precedent to the PDMP Cases

Nonetheless, even pre-Carpenter precedents such as Miller and Smith do not sanction a DEA warrantless search of PDMP prescribing data. A close reading of those cases indicates that the third-party doctrine is subject to two important limiting principles. First, neither case asserts a categorical rule excluding all information transmitted to a third party from Fourth Amendment protection. Instead, Miller and Smith require courts to evaluate the nature of the documents held by a third party to ascertain whether an individual target has a reasonable expectation of privacy in the information sought by law enforcement. Second, the third-party doctrine’s application is limited to information voluntarily or consensually disclosed to another. Consequently, where dispensers are legally compelled to disclose prescribing data to a government agency—as was the case in the Oregon and Utah PDMP litigation—extension of the third-party doctrine to that information is unwarranted.

1. Oregon PDMP Litigation. The district court’s rejection of the DEA’s request to enforce its subpoenas in the Oregon PDMP litigation was predicated on the third-party doctrine’s limitations. The court recognized that the case before it was “markedly different from Miller and Smith for two reasons.” First, the PDMP records at issue were “more inherently personal or private than [the] bank records” at issue in Miller. Second, “patients and doctors are not voluntarily conveying information to the PDMP.” Instead “[t]he submission of prescription information to the PDMP is required by law. The only way to avoid submission of prescription information to the PDMP is to forgo medical treatment or to leave the state, [sic] This is not a meaningful choice.”

Forgoing necessary medical treatment under any circumstances is detrimental. But choosing to do so in order to avoid warrantless law enforcement searches seems particularly problematic—legally and practically. The Supreme Court has recognized as much and said that “an intrusion on [a patient’s reasonable] expectation [of privacy in

275. *Id.* (quoting United States v. Golden Valley Elec. Ass’n, 689 F.3d 1108, 1116 (9th Cir. 2012)).
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their health-care data] may have adverse [public health] consequences because it may deter patients from receiving needed medical care."

2. Utah PDMP Litigation. Unlike the Oregon district court, the Utah court enforced the DEA administrative subpoena based on a categorical reading of the third-party doctrine. It conceded that “[m]edical records, including prescriptions, are no doubt personal and private matters.” It went on to conclude, however, that “[t]he expectation of privacy analysis nonetheless weighs in the DEA’s favor” for at least two reasons. First, the court invoked the third-party doctrine without meaningfully acknowledging that dispensers are legally compelled to transmit prescribing data to PDMPs. It found that, when patients convey confidential information to their doctors for the purpose of medical treatment or diagnosis, they assume the risk that their doctors will turn that information over to the PDMP, as doctors are required to do by statute. Patients, then, presumably also assume the risk that the state PDMP will turn over their sensitive prescribing data to law enforcement without a warrant in violation of state law. Specifically, the court explained that “[a] patient in Utah decides to trust a prescribing physician with health information to facilitate a diagnosis” and, “[i]n so doing, a patient takes the risk . . . that his or her information will be conveyed to the government as required by the [PDMP statute].”

This reasoning misses the point. It seems incredible to argue that Utah patients assumed any risk that their protected, private health information, which was required to be turned over to the state PDMP by their dispenser, would then be turned over to law enforcement by the PDMP pursuant to an administrative subpoena. The more plausible contention is that Utah patients reasonably assumed, in reliance on state law, that the PDMP would make no such conveyance to law enforcement without a warrant supported by probable cause.

Fortunately, the Supreme Court recently provided additional guidance regarding the application of the third-party doctrine to
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personal information obtained by law enforcement from a third-party electronic database without a warrant. We turn now to that decision.

IV. **CARPENTER V. UNITED STATES**

On June 22, 2018, the U.S. Supreme Court issued its highly anticipated decision in *Carpenter v. United States*, which held that law enforcement agencies must obtain a warrant to access an investigatory target’s cell-site-location information (“CSLI”) from a third-party cellular phone company.\(^{285}\) Chief Justice Roberts authored the majority opinion, joined by Justices Ginsburg, Breyer, Sotomayor, and Kagan. The remaining four members of the court—Justices Kennedy, Thomas, Alito, and Gorsuch—each filed separate, dissenting opinions. The pertinent factual, technical, and substantive aspects of the case are discussed below.

A. **Factual and Procedural Background**

In April 2011, police officers arrested four suspects for a string of armed robberies of Radio Shack and T-Mobile stores in Michigan and Ohio.\(^{286}\) One of the arrestees confessed to police that the group was responsible for the robberies and that as many as fifteen additional accomplices had participated in the crimes as getaway drivers and lookouts.\(^{287}\) The informant supplied the FBI with his personal cell phone number and the cell phone numbers of several other suspects.\(^{288}\) The FBI used the confessant’s call logs to identify additional phone numbers that he had dialed around the time of the robberies.\(^{289}\) One of these numbers belonged to Timothy Carpenter. Upon receipt of Carpenter’s cell phone number, the FBI submitted applications for Stored Communications Act § 2703(d) orders directed at Carpenter’s wireless carriers—MetroPCS and Sprint.\(^{290}\) Those orders sought Carpenter’s historic CSLI over a 152-day period during which the string of robberies occurred.\(^{291}\)

CSLI records enable law enforcement to reconstruct in detail where an individual has traveled throughout the time period covered.
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by the data. This is because “[c]ell phones perform their wide and growing variety of functions by connecting to a set of radio antennas called ‘cell sites.’” Each time the phone connects to a cell site, it generates a time-stamped record known as [CSLI],” which “[w]ireless carriers collect and store . . . for their own business purposes.”

The precision of [CSLI] information depends on the size of the geographic area covered by the cell site. The greater the concentration of cell sites, the smaller the coverage area. As data usage from cell phones has increased, wireless carriers have installed more cell sites to handle the traffic. That has led to increasingly compact coverage areas, especially in urban areas.

The Stored Communications Act (“SCA”) creates privacy protections for CSLI and the content of stored wire and electronic communications. Under § 2703(d) of the SCA, law enforcement can compel the production of CSLI when “specific and articulable facts show[] that there are reasonable grounds to believe that . . . the records . . . sought, are relevant and material to an ongoing criminal investigation.” The “relevant and material” standard of suspicion that applies to § 2703(d) orders is similar to but more demanding than the “relevant or material” test that applies to CSA § 876 administrative subpoenas. Both standards, of course, are far more lenient than the Fourth Amendment probable cause requirement.

Unlike the CSA, however, the SCA requires law enforcement to obtain a court order before searching the content of a target’s electronic communications and related information. In addition—and, again, unlike the CSA—the SCA requires the government to obtain a warrant before it can access the content of a customer’s or subscriber’s electronic communications, unless the government provides the customer or subscriber prior notice. However, the SCA does not require such prior notice to obtain a customer’s or subscriber’s CSLI.
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Two federal magistrate judges determined that the FBI had met the relevant and material standard of suspicion required by § 2703(d) to obtain Timothy Carpenter’s historic CSLI records and issued orders requiring Carpenter’s wireless carriers to submit that data spanning the 152-day period requested by the FBI.\footnote{Carpenter v. United States, 138 S. Ct. 2206, 2212 (2018).} MetroPCS and Sprint complied with those orders and collectively provided the FBI with CSLI spanning more than four months, which included “12,898 location points cataloging Carpenter’s movements—an average of 101 data points per day.”\footnote{Id. at 2212–13.} According to the government, Carpenter’s CSLI data placed his phone near several of the robberies.\footnote{Id. at 2212.} Consequently, the FBI charged Carpenter with six counts of robbery and six counts of carrying a firearm during a federal crime of violence.\footnote{Id. at 2212–13.}

Carpenter’s motion to suppress his CSLI data was denied by the district court.\footnote{Id.} He subsequently went to trial, was convicted by a jury on all but one of the charged counts, and was sentenced to over one hundred years in federal prison.\footnote{Id. at 2212.} Carpenter appealed the district court’s denial of his motion to suppress to the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit.\footnote{United States v. Carpenter, 819 F.3d 880, 885 (6th Cir. 2016), rev’d, 138 S. Ct. 2206 (2018).}

The Sixth Circuit affirmed the district court’s refusal to suppress Carpenter’s CSLI data, ruling “that the government’s collection of business records containing cell-site data was not a [Fourth Amendment] search” under the third-party doctrine.\footnote{Id. at 889 ("[T]he question presented here . . . is answered by [Smith v. Maryland, 442 U.S. 735 (1979)]."}). It did, however, explain the type of information that is protected by the Fourth Amendment warrant requirement notwithstanding third-party disclosure. Relying on\footnote{Id. at 880 (6th Cir. 2016), rev’d, 138 S. Ct. 2206 (2018).} Smith,\footnote{Id. at 890.} the Sixth Circuit explained that “the federal courts have long recognized a core distinction [regarding personal communications]: although the content of personal communications is private, the information necessary to get those communications from point A to point B is not.”\footnote{Id. at 886 (emphasis added).}
applied that distinction to Carpenter’s CSLI records and found that they “fall on the unprotected side of the line” because “the cell-site data—like mailing addresses, phone numbers, and IP addresses—are information that facilitate personal communications, rather than part of the content of those communications themselves.” The Supreme Court granted Carpenter’s petition for certiorari.

B. Majority Opinion

Chief Justice Roberts wrote the majority opinion in Carpenter, which held that “the [g]overnment conducts a search under the Fourth Amendment when it accesses [seven days of] historical cell phone records that provide a comprehensive chronicle of the user’s past movements.” He began with a brief exposition of Fourth Amendment fundamentals, pointing out that the Amendment’s “basic purpose . . . is to safeguard the privacy and security of individuals against arbitrary invasions by governmental officials.”

Chief Justice Roberts next invoked Katz, explaining that “the Fourth Amendment protects people, not places.” He went on to note that “[w]hen an individual ‘seeks to preserve something as private,’ and his expectation of privacy is ‘one that society is prepared to recognize as reasonable,’ . . . official intrusion into that private sphere generally qualifies as a search and requires a warrant supported by probable cause.” The Chief Justice also emphasized that one of the “basic guideposts” of the Fourth Amendment is “to place obstacles in the way of a too permeating police surveillance.” Pointing to Kyllo v. United States and Riley as examples, he further reflected on the
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319. Kyllo v. United States, 533 U.S. 27 (2001). At issue in Kyllo was law enforcement’s use of a thermal-imaging device to scan the defendant’s home without a warrant “to determine
Court’s evolving application of a less mechanical and more nuanced application of pre-digital Fourth Amendment doctrines in the face of technological innovation and the government’s enhanced surveillance capabilities.320

Chief Justice Roberts then explained that the “personal location information maintained by a third party . . . lie[s] at the intersection of two lines of [Fourth Amendment] cases.”321 The first set of those cases, *United States v. Knotts*322 and *Jones*, establish the boundaries of an individual’s privacy interest in his physical location and movements.323 The Chief Justice distinguished *Knotts*, which held that police were not required to obtain a warrant to track a beeper they had placed in a suspect’s car, from *Jones*, which held that the police’s warrantless placement of a GPS tracking device on a suspect’s car and subsequent twenty-eight-day surveillance of that vehicle’s movements ran afoul of the Fourth Amendment.324 In the majority’s view, the important differences between *Knotts* and *Jones* revolve around the varying levels of sophistication and pervasiveness of the law enforcement surveillance systems at issue in each case. While *Knotts* involved “rudimentary tracking facilitated by the beeper . . . during a discrete ‘automotive journey,’”325 *Jones* encompassed “sophisticated surveillance,” which tracked the target’s “every movement” over an approximately four-week-long time period.326

The Court then shifted to the second line of cases implicated by the FBI’s warrantless collection of Carpenter’s CSLI: *Miller, Smith*, and the third-party doctrine.327 As the Court saw it, “[t]here is a world of difference between the limited types of personal information
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addressed in Smith and Miller and the exhaustive chronicle of location information casually collected by wireless carriers today.328 The Chief Justice went on to say that

[given the unique nature of cell phone location records, the fact that the information is held by a third party does not by itself overcome the user’s claim to Fourth Amendment protection. Whether the Government employs its own surveillance technology as in Jones or leverages the technology of a wireless carrier, we hold that an individual maintains a legitimate expectation of privacy in the record of his physical movements as captured through CSLI. The location information obtained from Carpenter’s wireless carriers was the product of a search.329

Perhaps most notably, the Chief Justice invoked both of the third-party doctrine’s limiting principles discussed above while distinguishing Miller and Smith. First, he rejected the government’s argument that the third-party doctrine operates categorically and without constraint to eviscerate any Fourth Amendment protection for records maintained by a commercial entity, insisting that Miller and Smith “did not rely solely on the act of sharing.”330 Instead, those cases require courts to consider “‘the nature of the particular documents sought’ to determine whether ‘there is a ‘legitimate expectation of privacy” concerning their contents.’”331 The Court then held that historic CSLI was entitled to Fourth Amendment protection because such information constitutes “a detailed chronicle of a person’s physical presence compiled every day, every moment, over several years” and, thus, “implicates privacy concerns far beyond those considered in Smith and Miller.”332

Second, the Court rejected the contention that Carpenter voluntarily disclosed his CSLI to his wireless carriers.333 It observed that CSLI “is not truly ‘shared’ as one normally understands the term” for two reasons334: (1) because cell phones are “indispensable to participation in modern society,” carrying one may not actually be a
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completely voluntary choice, and (2) cell phones are constantly in connection with cell sites and, thereby, generate CSLI “without any affirmative act on the part of the user beyond powering up.” Consequently, Carpenter had not “voluntarily ‘assume[d] the risk’ of turning over a comprehensive dossier of his physical movements.”

The Court also held that individuals have a reasonable expectation of privacy in CSLI. Relying on the Jones concurrences, Chief Justice Roberts announced that society can reasonably expect law enforcement to refrain from monitoring and cataloguing an individual’s every movement. Analogizing CSLI surveillance to the GPS monitoring at issue in Jones, he further observed that “the time-stamped [CSLI] data provides an intimate window into a person’s life, revealing not only his particular movements, but through them his familial, political, professional, religious, and sexual associations.”

This is because “[a] cell phone faithfully follows its owner beyond public thoroughfares and into private residences, doctor’s offices, political headquarters, and other potentially revealing locales.” Finally, the Court expressed concern that “the retrospective quality of the [CSLI] gives police access to a category of information otherwise unknowable” and the only limit on the government’s ability to gather CSLI is the length of time the wireless carriers retain the data, “which currently [is] for up to five years.”

The Chief Justice concluded Carpenter by characterizing it as a “narrow” decision so as not to “embarrass the future.” He emphasized that Miller and Smith were still good law insofar as they apply to “conventional surveillance techniques and tools, such as security cameras.” The Court also explained that the case did not extend to “other collection techniques involving foreign affairs or national security.”
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C. Justice Kennedy’s Dissent

Justice Kennedy’s dissent appears primarily motivated by his disagreement with the majority’s interpretation and application of the third-party doctrine. In his view, Carpenter’s CSLI records differed immaterially from the business records at issue in Miller and Smith. Therefore, he concluded that the government’s collection of CSLI records from Carpenter’s wireless carriers did not constitute a search under the Fourth Amendment. Deploying similar reasoning, he also contended that Carpenter could not have any reasonable expectation of privacy in his CSLI data because he neither owned nor controlled those records.

D. Justice Alito’s Dissent

Justice Alito’s dissent advanced two distinct grievances with the majority opinion. First, he complained that “the Court ignores the basic distinction between an actual search (dispatching law enforcement officers to enter private premises and root through private papers and effects) and an order merely requiring a party to look through its own records and produce specified documents.” He further argued that “[t]he order in this case was the functional equivalent of a subpoena for documents, and there is no evidence that these writs were regarded as ‘searches’ at the time of the founding.”

In support of that proposition, Justice Alito expounded on the advent and deployment of subpoenas duces tecum and other forms of compulsory process under the common law from the reign of King Richard II until the founding of the United States. He also provided a short history on the Court’s evolution from Boyd v. United States, which “held the compulsory production of documents to the same standard as actual searches and seizures,” to Oklahoma Press, which applied the considerably more lenient reasonable relevance test.
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to subpoenas for corporate books and records.355 According to Justice Alito, the common law history and applicable Court precedent make one thing clear: the compulsory production of documents pursuant to a subpoena is not a Fourth Amendment search subject to the warrant requirement because such production does not entail any physical intrusion or trespass.356 At best, it is a “constructive search” subject only to the reasonable relevance standard of suspicion.357

Chief Justice Roberts responded to Justice Alito’s subpoena-related arguments in the majority opinion. At the outset, he explained that “this Court has never held that the [g]overnment may subpoena third parties for records in which the suspect has a reasonable expectation of privacy” and that “[a]lmost all of the examples Justice Alito cites . . . contemplated requests for evidence implicating diminished privacy interests or for a corporation’s own books.”358 Chief Justice Roberts further contended that “[i]f the choice to proceed by subpoena provided a categorical limitation on Fourth Amendment protection, [as purported by Justice Alito], no type of record would ever be protected by the warrant requirement.”359 This is because, “[u]nder Justice Alito’s view, private letters, digital contents of a cell phone—any personal information reduced to document form, in fact—may be collected by subpoena for no reason other than ‘official curiosity.’”360

Justice Alito’s second grievance involved the Court’s treatment of the third-party doctrine, which he maintained “destabilizes long-established Fourth Amendment doctrine.”361 His point was straightforward: Carpenter had no ownership interest in the CSLI records, which were the wireless carriers’ property, and, consequently, he had no right to raise any Fourth Amendment objection regarding those records under Miller and Smith.362 Justice Alito characterized the majority’s decision, which permitted Carpenter to object to the search of third-party property, as “revolutionary” and inconsistent with “the original understanding of the Fourth Amendment and more than a century of Supreme Court precedent.”363
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Chief Justice Roberts also pushed back on Justice Alito’s arguments that centered around textualism and precedent. The Chief Justice explained that the CSLI data at issue in the case, which tracked Carpenter’s every movement over an extensive period of time, implicated the Fourth Amendment’s concern with arbitrary government power in a way that the phone numbers and bank records under review in Miller and Smith did not.364 Moreover, Chief Justice Roberts countered Justice Alito’s reliance on Miller and Smith by pointing to the Court’s decision in Riley, in which Justice Alito concurred, explaining that “[w]hen confronting new concerns wrought by digital technology, this Court has been careful not to uncritically extend existing precedents.”365

E. Justice Thomas’s Dissent

Justice Thomas’s dissent castigated the majority’s reliance on the Katz privacy test,366 which he argued should be overruled.367 He characterized the Katz test as, among other things, “foreign to the ratifiers of the Fourth Amendment,”368 “unworkable in practice,”369 and “a failed experiment.”370 Justice Thomas’s fervent advocacy for Katz’s demise stems from two propositions. First, “[t]he Katz test has no basis in the text or history of the Fourth Amendment.”371 Second, “it invites courts to make judgments about policy, not law.”372

F. Justice Gorsuch’s Dissent

Justice Gorsuch’s dissent is perhaps the most intriguing, in part because it reads more like a concurrence.373 The thrust of his opinion is a discussion of three potential ways to deal with the problem that is the third-party doctrine:
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The first is to ignore the problem, maintain *Smith* and *Miller*, and live with the consequences. If the confluence of these decisions and modern technology means our Fourth Amendment rights are reduced to nearly nothing, so be it. The second choice is to set *Smith* and *Miller* aside and try again using the *Katz* “reasonable expectation of privacy” jurisprudence that produced them. The third is to look for answers elsewhere.  

As Justice Gorsuch evaluated each of these options, he went to great lengths to repudiate both the third-party doctrine and *Katz*. In his view, *Smith* and *Miller* amount to little more than a “doubtful application of *Katz* that lets the government search almost whatever it wants whenever it wants.” 375 As he explained, 

[t]oday we use the Internet to do most everything. Smartphones make it easy to keep a calendar, correspond with friends, make calls, conduct banking, and even watch the game. Countless Internet companies maintain records about us and, increasingly, for us. Even our most private documents—those that, in other eras, we would have locked safely in a desk drawer or destroyed—now reside on third party servers. *Smith* and *Miller* teach that the police can review all of this material, on the theory that no one reasonably expects any of it will be kept private. But no one believes that, if they ever did. 376

Justice Gorsuch concluded his dissent by proposing that the Court jettison the third-party doctrine and resolve cases involving the compulsory production of third-party papers by “look[ing] to a more traditional Fourth Amendment approach” grounded in the positive rights that attend to property. 377 Applying that approach, he contended that it is “entirely possible a person’s cell-site data could qualify as *his* papers or effects under existing law” given the positive legal rights in such data provided to customers and subscribers under the SCA. 378 He also hinted that he may have ruled in Carpenter’s favor on that basis had Carpenter not waived his right to invoke positive property rights in his CSLI, which was “his most promising line of argument.” 379
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V. Carpenter’s Application to State PDMP Health Information

The Carpenter decision has been heralded as a “major statement on privacy in the digital age”\(^{380}\) and a “landmark privacy case.”\(^{381}\) As explained above, Carpenter held that individuals have a reasonable expectation of privacy in their physical locations and movements. The key question in analyzing the cases involving PDMP subpoenas is whether patients have a similar expectation of privacy in records that contain their sensitive health information. The remainder of this Article discusses the applicability of Carpenter to prescribing records stored in state PDMPs.

Carpenter analyzed the petitioner’s privacy rights in his CSLI data held by a third party by looking at the “intersection of two lines of cases”\(^{382}\): (1) decisions on expectations of privacy in physical location and movements;\(^{383}\) and (2) precedent on the third-party doctrine.\(^{384}\) The DEA’s acquisition of patient prescribing records from state PDMPs, however, implicates a person’s expectation of privacy in her healthcare information and not in her locations and movements. As a result, this Article first discusses an individual’s right to privacy in her prescribing records and then examines the post-Carpenter third-party doctrine.

A. The Right to Health-Information Privacy

Carpenter held that individuals have an expectation of privacy in their physical locations. The question for PDMP data is whether they have a similar expectation of privacy in their prescribing records. While there is no on-point Fourth Amendment precedent that controls the PDMP-data cases, courts have long recognized that individuals have
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significant Fourteenth Amendment constitutional privacy interests in their medical records. And courts and commentators have repeatedly recognized that Fourteenth Amendment privacy interests may influence or inform individuals’ reasonable expectations of privacy in the Fourth Amendment context. This Section provides a detailed summary of the courts’ consistent treatment of health-care data as exceptionally private, beginning with applicable Fourteenth Amendment precedent. It then describes the Supreme Court’s relevant commentary connecting health data and privacy. This Section concludes by summarizing other sources of federal and state law that support the contention that individuals have a reasonable expectation of privacy in their prescribing-related health information.

1. Fourteenth Amendment Case Law. Fourteenth Amendment precedent makes it clear that individuals have a reasonable expectation of privacy in their health-care records. The Court’s decision in Whalen v. Roe expounded on patients’ privacy interests in their prescribing-related health information. At issue was a 1972 New York state statute that required physicians to report certain Schedule II drug-prescribing information to the New York State Department of Health (“DOH”). A group of patients and physicians challenged the statute, contending that it violated their Fourteenth Amendment rights to “nondisclosure of private information” and to make to independent health-care-related decisions. The Court rejected those arguments, noting that “disclosures of private medical information to doctors, to hospital personnel, to insurance companies, and to public health agencies are often an essential part of modern medical practice even when the disclosure may reflect unfavorably on the character of the patient.” In addition, the Court emphasized that “[p]ublic disclosure of the identity of patients was expressly prohibited by the statute and by a [DOH] regulation.

387. Id. at 593 (explaining that the statute required the physician to report “identifi[cation of] the prescribing physician”; “the dispensing pharmacy”; and “the drug and dosage” as well as “the name, address, and age of the patient” to DOH upon the prescribing of a Schedule II controlled substance).
388. Id. at 599–600.
389. Id. at 600.
390. Id.
Although the Whalen Court did not invalidate the New York statute on privacy grounds under the circumstances, it did recognize “the threat to privacy implicit in the accumulation of vast amounts of personal information in computerized data banks or other massive government files”—more than forty years ago. Justice Stevens explained that

[t]he right to collect and use [personal and potentially embarrassing] data for public purposes is typically accompanied by a concomitant statutory or regulatory duty to avoid unwarranted disclosures. . . . New York’s statutory scheme . . . evidence[s] a proper concern with, and protection of, the individual’s interest in privacy. We therefore need not, and do not, decide any question which might be presented by the unwarranted disclosure of accumulated private data—whether intentional or unintentional—or by a system that did not contain comparable security provisions.

Separately concurring in Whalen, Justice Brennan explained that “[b]road dissemination by state officials of [patient prescribing records] . . . would clearly implicate constitutionally protected privacy rights, and would presumably be justified only by compelling state interests.” He further contended that “[t]he central storage and easy accessibility of computerized data vastly increase the potential for abuse of that information” and, as such, he was “not prepared to say that future developments will not demonstrate the necessity of some curb on such technology.” With regard to that concern, he concurred with the majority only because “[t]he information disclosed by the physician under this program is made available only to a small number of public health officials with a legitimate interest in the information.”

In sum, Whalen recognized that (1) patients and prescribers have Fourteenth Amendment privacy interests in their prescribing records; (2) patients have a constitutional privacy interest in their right to make independent health-care decisions; and (3) compulsory disclosure of prescribing-related records to a state public-health agency is constitutional under the Fourteenth Amendment so long as the disclosure scheme has safeguards in place to ensure the privacy of that state-collected information. The DEA invoked Whalen in both the
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Oregon and Utah PDMP cases to support its argument that patients have no reasonable expectation of privacy in their prescribing records. *Whalen*, however, expressly acknowledges that both patients and doctors have a reasonable expectation of privacy in that information, which the Court then balanced against the government’s legitimate public-welfare interests effectuated by the challenged statutory scheme. Moreover—and contrary to the DEA’s position in the PDMP cases—*Whalen* presumed that the prescribing data collected by the New York DOH would be protected from disclosure by the state statute at issue and not undermined or eroded by a less protective federal statutory provision.

In addition, and unlike in *Whalen*, none of the interested parties in the PDMP cases challenged their respective state health agency’s right to compel collection of their prescribing information. In fact, the PDMP cases were *instigated by the state PDMP agencies’ refusal to comply with DEA subpoenas* without a warrant. Thus, *Whalen* does not answer whether the DEA is required to obtain a warrant to access PDMP data.

In another decision that advances the notion that patients have a reasonable expectation of privacy in their health-care records, the Supreme Court struck down the mandatory reporting requirements of the Pennsylvania Abortion Control Act in *Thornburgh v. American College of Obstetricians & Gynecologists*. In concluding that the Pennsylvania reporting statute was unconstitutional, *Thornburgh* expressly relied on the threat of public disclosure of sensitive patient reporting information and its attendant “chilling” effect on patient behavior: “Pennsylvania’s reporting requirements raise the specter of public exposure and harassment of women who choose to exercise their personal, intensely private, right, with their physician, to end a pregnancy. Thus, they pose an unacceptable danger of deterring the exercise of that right, and must be invalidated.”
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Thornburgh and subsequent Supreme Court case law have challenged—if not outright rejected—the Court’s reasoning in Whalen. Roe v. Wade and its progeny, for example, “made it clear that [an individual’s constitutional] right [to privacy applies to fundamental personal rights and] has some extension to activities relating to marriage, procreation, contraception, family relationships, and child rearing and education.” These cases, moreover, hold that the Fourteenth Amendment right to privacy “encompass[es] a woman’s decision whether or not to terminate her pregnancy” and her access to contraception, including her right “to obtain private counseling, access to medical assistance and up-to-date information in respect to proper methods of birth control.”

Needless to say, a woman’s prescribing history could reveal that she exercised either her right to access contraception or to terminate a pregnancy. Such information includes all medications prescribed to her for ex ante or ex post attempts to avoid conception, ranging from birth-control pills to Plan B prescriptions. It also identifies her prescriber, which very well may be the only abortion provider in the area.

The majority of the federal circuit courts also have concluded that a Fourteenth Amendment right to privacy extends to medical records, prescription records, or both—often in reliance on the abortion and

400. Roe v. Wade, 410 U.S. 113, 152–53 (1973) (quotations and citations omitted); id. at 152 (contending that “the Court has recognized that a right of personal privacy . . . does exist under the Constitution” and has “found at least the roots of that right . . . in the Fourth and Fifth Amendments”).
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contraception cases. \textsuperscript{405} In \textit{Douglas v. Dobbs},\textsuperscript{406} for instance, the Tenth Circuit had “no difficulty concluding that protection of a right to privacy in a person’s prescription drug records, which contain intimate facts of a personal nature, is sufficiently similar to other areas already protected within the ambit of privacy.”\textsuperscript{407} In reaching that result, the court reasoned that “[i]nformation contained in prescription records not only may reveal other facts about what illnesses a person has, but may reveal information relating to procreation—whether a woman is taking fertility medication for example—as well as information relating to contraception.”\textsuperscript{408}

2. Fourth Amendment Case Law. The Supreme Court also has recognized that patients have a Fourth Amendment reasonable expectation of privacy in their health records. In \textit{Ferguson}, for example, the Court held that patients have a reasonable expectation that their attending hospital would not share their diagnostic-test records “with nonmedical personnel without [their] consent.”\textsuperscript{409} The

\textsuperscript{405} See, e.g., Kerns v. Bader, 663 F.3d 1173, 1184 (10th Cir. 2011) (“[A] patient has a privacy interest in medical records held by a third party medical services provider.”); Douglas v. Dobbs, 419 F.3d 1097, 1102 (10th Cir. 2005) (“We have previously applied the right to privacy in the context of an employer’s search of an employee’s medical records, and in the context of a government official’s disclosure of a person’s HIV status.” (citation omitted)); Tucson Woman’s Clinic v. Eden, 379 F.3d 531, 550 (9th Cir. 2004) (“[A]ll provision of medical services in private physicians’ offices carries with it a high expectation of privacy for both physician and patient.”); Doe v. Broderick, 225 F.3d 440, 451 (4th Cir. 2000) (holding that a patient had a legitimate expectation of privacy in his records on file at a methadone clinic); Herring v. Keenan, 218 F.3d 1171, 1173 (10th Cir. 2000) (“[T]here is a constitutional right to privacy that protects an individual from the disclosure of information concerning a person’s health.”); Doe v. Se. Pa. Transp. Auth., 72 F.3d 1133, 1137–38 (3d Cir. 1995) (“It is now possible from looking at an individual’s prescription records to determine that person’s illnesses, or . . . ascertain such private facts as whether a woman is attempting to conceive . . . through the use of fertility drugs. This information is precisely the sort intended to be protected by penumbras of privacy.”); Doe v. City of New York, 15 F.3d 264, 267 (2d Cir. 1994) (“Extension of the right to confidentiality to personal medical information recognizes that there are few matters that are quite so personal as the status of one’s health, and few matters the dissemination of which one would prefer to maintain greater control over.”); see also Harris v. Thiagpen, 941 F.2d 1495, 1513 (11th Cir. 1991) (assuming that the right exists); United States v. Westinghouse Elec. Corp., 638 F.2d 570, 577 (3d Cir. 1980) (“Information about one’s body and state of health is matter which the individual is ordinarily entitled to retain within the ‘private enclave where he may lead a private life.’” (quoting United States v. Grunewald, 233 F.2d 556, 581–82 (2d Cir. 1956) (Frank, J., dissenting))). \textit{Contra} Jarvis v. Wellman, 52 F.3d 125, 126 (6th Cir. 1995) (holding that the constitutional right of privacy does not apply to medical records).
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\textsuperscript{407} \textit{Id.} at 1102 (citing \textit{Griswold}, 381 U.S. at 484).
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Ferguson Court also acknowledged that “an intrusion on that expectation [of privacy] may have adverse consequences because it may deter patients from receiving needed medical care.”

Although Ferguson is important and persuasive precedent, it is distinguishable from the PDMP cases. Ferguson did not involve state-sanctioned collection of health-care information because no law required the state hospital to perform the diagnostic tests at issue. Ferguson also did not concern a law enforcement demand for sensitive health data held by a state actor pursuant to a compulsory process expressly endorsed by a federal statute, like the CSA. Indeed, the state hospital in Ferguson voluntarily submitted its patients’ diagnostic drug-test results to local law enforcement pursuant to a collaborative agreement.

Notably, the Supreme Court has referenced the private nature of an individual’s medical appointments and health-care-related internet searches on several occasions in its recent digital-surveillance cases. In Carpenter, Chief Justice Roberts pointed out that “[a] cell phone faithfully follows its owner beyond public thoroughfares and into private residences, doctor’s offices, political headquarters, and other potentially revealing locales.” Justice Gorsuch’s dissent also points out that indiscriminate application of the third-party doctrine leads to the inevitable conclusion that “the Constitution does nothing to limit investigators from searching records you’ve entrusted to your bank, accountant, and maybe even your doctor.”

The unanimous majority in Riley, which held that police are forbidden from searching an individual’s cell phone incident to arrest, expressed similar concerns. There, Chief Justice Roberts pointed out that “an Internet-enabled phone . . . could reveal an individual’s privacy interests or concerns—perhaps a search for certain symptoms
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of disease, coupled with frequent visits to WebMD. Justice Sotomayor likewise explained in her Jones concurrence that GPS data could disclose “trips the indisputably private nature of which takes little imagination to conjure: trips to the psychiatrist, the plastic surgeon, the abortion clinic, [and] the AIDS treatment center.”

The point here is a simple one: if information that reveals one’s trips to a doctor’s office, abortion clinic, or AIDS treatment center is of an “indisputably private nature” and cell phone searches trigger significant privacy concerns because they could disclose frequent visits to WebMD or searches for disease symptoms, then an individual has a reasonable expectation of privacy in their sensitive and often disease-identifying prescribing records. Indeed, medical prescribing records frequently expose more personal and potentially stigmatizing information than one’s treatment-related travel or web searches.

3. Other Pertinent Privacy Statutes and Regulations. Federal statutes and regulations further support the claim that patients have a reasonable expectation of privacy in their prescribing records. For instance, HIPAA and the Health Information Technology for Economic and Clinical Health Act prohibit the nonconsensual disclosure of patients’ protected health information to third parties by covered entities and their business associates. Similarly, 42 C.F.R. § 2 protects identifying information concerning individuals in substance-abuse treatment programs. Various state constitutions and privacy
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statutes also bolster the conclusion that individuals have privacy rights in their health-care records. And the majority of states expressly extend privacy protections to patient prescribing information in their PDMP statutes, including provisions that limit law enforcement access to PDMP data. The volume of positive law providing privacy protections to patient data would go a long way to convincing a judge like Justice Gorsuch, who seemed sympathetic to such an argument in his Carpenter dissent.

In sum, myriad sources of federal and state law indicate that patients have a reasonable expectation of privacy in their PDMP prescribing information. By comparison, the Court’s holding that Carpenter had a reasonable expectation of privacy in his location and movements drew largely from two concurring opinions from a single prior Court decision—United States v. Jones. Justice Kennedy’s dissent, in fact, criticizes the majority for grounding its holding on such little support. A parallel holding that individuals have reasonable expectations of privacy in their historic prescribing information would rest on a considerably more robust positive-law foundation than that which supported the Court’s ruling concerning an individual’s locations and movements in Carpenter.

Finally, the Carpenter majority held that the petitioner had a reasonable expectation of privacy in his CSLI even though those records largely revealed his public movements. The Court reasoned that “what one seeks to preserve as private, even in an area accessible to the public, may be constitutionally protected.” The PDMP cases, however, do not involve any information that patients exposed to the public. Instead, the data at issue in the PDMP cases—patient
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prescribing records—are generated as a result of confidential physician–patient communications for the purpose of providing healthcare diagnosis and treatment. Given the Court’s determination that individuals’ public travel and movements “hold for many Americans the ‘privacies of life[.]’”\textsuperscript{429} it is difficult to controvert the conclusion that historic prescribing information does, too.

B. The Post-Carpenter Third-Party Doctrine

The Supreme Court refused to “mechanically apply[] the third-party doctrine” to CSLI records in \textit{Carpenter}.\textsuperscript{430} Instead, it explained that, while “[t]he . . . doctrine partly stems from the notion that an individual has a reduced expectation of privacy in information knowingly shared with [others,] . . . \textit{Smith} and \textit{Miller} . . . did not rely solely on the act of sharing.”\textsuperscript{431} \textit{Smith} and \textit{Miller}, as the Chief Justice pointed out, require courts to take into consideration the nature of the documents sought in determining whether the search target has a legitimate expectation of privacy in their contents \textit{notwithstanding information sharing}.\textsuperscript{432} Moreover, the third-party doctrine is rooted in the concept of \textit{voluntary} exposure.\textsuperscript{433} This is because the doctrine’s assumption-of-the-risk rationale does not hold up absent a consensual transfer of information from the target to the third party.\textsuperscript{434} This Section applies these dispositive third-party-doctrine limiting principles to PDMP prescribing information.

1. The Nature of the Records Sought. The records at issue in the PDMP cases—medical records that include patient prescribing information—are extremely revealing, often sensitive, and undoubtedly private in nature. As the Oregon district court acknowledged in its PDMP decision, “[i]t is difficult to conceive of information that is more private or more deserving of Fourth Amendment protection.”\textsuperscript{435} Indeed, knowledge of nothing more than the identity of the drug that a physician has prescribed to a patient can reveal that patient’s medical condition with specificity. For example, a
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patient whose PDMP records disclosed that the patient was on a prescribed treatment regime of biweekly, self-administrated, injectable testosterone—a Schedule III controlled substance—would be exposed as having a diagnosis of gender dysphoria—a condition that has no alternative indicated pharmaceutical treatment.436 Moreover, and as the intervenors explained in the Oregon PDMP litigation, information about the quantity and frequency of a patient’s testosterone prescriptions discloses not only that the patient is transitioning from female to male, but also the precise stage of that patient’s transition.437

In addition, and as explained above, a wide range of positive law, including the constitutional right to privacy and numerous federal and state statutes, supports the determination that patients have a reasonable expectation of privacy in their prescribing-related health records. The Oregon PDMP statute, for instance, is highly protective of patients’ right to confidentiality in their prescribing information. It expressly provides that prescription monitoring data submitted to the PDMP “[i]s protected health information,”438 and “[i]s confidential and not subject to disclosure.”439 but for a limited number of narrow exceptions. Most importantly, such data is only subject to law enforcement agency access “[p]ursuant to a valid court order based on probable cause” where such agency is engaged “in an authorized drug-related investigation involving a person to whom the requested information pertains.”440 As a result, it is easy to argue that an Oregon patient has a reasonable expectation of privacy in their prescribing information. Privacy expert Daniel Solove’s recent musings about the third-party doctrine’s application to medical records sum things up nicely:

Would the Supreme Court really hold that people lack an expectation of privacy in their medical data because they convey that information to Third Parties (their physicians)? The result would strike many as absurd. The logic of the Third Party Doctrine leads to this result, which is probably why the Supreme Court has avoided taking a case
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that would result in this holding. It would be the kind of case that would lead to a public uproar.441

2. The Voluntariness of the Information Conveyed. The third-party doctrine’s assumption-of-the-risk rationale rests on voluntariness: that a person does not assume the risk of third-party betrayal unless he or she voluntarily transfers information to that third party. The Carpenter Court relied on this fundamental limitation of the third-party doctrine in holding that the petitioner had a reasonable expectation of privacy in his CSLI.442 As the majority reasoned, Carpenter’s CSLI was “not truly ‘shared’ [with his wireless carrier] as one normally understands the term” for two reasons.443 First, cell phones are pervasive to the extent that “carrying one is indispensable to participation in modern society.”444 Second, “a cell phone logs a cell-site record by dint of its operation, without any affirmative act on the part of the user besides powering up.”445

The receipt of necessary medical treatment, including prescription-drug therapy, is similarly “indispensable to participation in modern society,”446 particularly when such treatment is necessarily indispensable to living. And while the decision to forgo cell phone use might be debilitating, it is highly unlikely to initiate or contribute to a public-health catastrophe. But when individuals forgo treatment for communicable diseases, such as, for example, MRSA, tuberculosis, hepatitis, Ebola, HIV, influenza, and gonorrhea, public health and safety is placed in peril. Public health and safety are also implicated when individuals avoid medical treatment for mental illness, substance-use disorder, or other stigmatizing conditions.

Moreover, a patient’s confidential disclosure of sensitive health information to her physician for the purposes of diagnosis and treatment does not vitiate her reasonable expectation of privacy in that data. The Supreme Court held as much in Ferguson when it ruled that patients had a reasonable expectation of privacy in the health-care-
related information they voluntarily conveyed to a state hospital for medical-treatment purposes.\(^{447}\) Similarly, in *National Treasury Employees Union v. Von Raab*,\(^{448}\) the Court held that employees had a reasonable expectation of privacy in the results of the urine tests that they voluntarily disclosed to a third party—their employer. As the *Von Raab* Court explained, those “[t]est results may not be used in a criminal prosecution of the employee without the employee’s consent.”\(^{449}\)

Importantly, the Court has also “assumed . . . for many reasons, [that] physicians have an interest in keeping their prescription decisions confidential.”\(^{450}\) As physicians have recognized dating back to the inception of the Hippocratic Oath,\(^{451}\) patient confidences “impose[] an obligation of secrecy upon [doctors], and thus prevent [their] making public what [they] cannot avoid seeing or hearing.”\(^{452}\) In keeping with that tradition, the American Medical Association has promulgated an ethics rule that “information disclosed to a physician during the course of the relationship between physician and patient is confidential to the greatest possible degree.”\(^{453}\) Consistent with this fundamental tenet of the practice of medicine, at least forty-four states, including Oregon and Utah, “have enacted physician-patient privilege statutes.”\(^{454}\) The purposes of the physician–patient privilege include, among other things, “further[ing] the doctor-patient relationship,” “encourag[ing] unrestrained communication,” and “encourag[ing]...
physicians to fully and accurately record their patients’ confidential information.”

The long-standing confidentially rules that apply to physician–patient communications cut against the notion that patients voluntarily abandon the sensitive and intimate information they share with their providers in the course of diagnosis and treatment. Instead, these laws, which expressly attend heightened privacy protections to physician–patient communications, lead patients to reasonably believe that the information they convey to their health care providers is shielded from unfettered law enforcement access. Moreover and as already emphasized, patients cannot avoid sharing information with their providers unless they are willing to sacrifice their access to potentially life-saving health-care treatment. “Even compared to owning a smartphone, individuals cannot easily choose to avoid professional medical care, making the production of these records inescapable and automatic.”

Finally, even assuming that a patient’s decision to communicate sensitive, prescribing-related information to her physician for treatment and diagnosis amounts to a “voluntary” transfer of that information for third-party doctrine purposes, it is irrelevant in the context of the PDMP cases. This is because patients never share their prescribing data with the state PDMPs—voluntarily or otherwise. And dispensers only do so involuntarily because they are mandated to transfer patient prescribing-related information to the PDMPs by state law.

C. Potential Post-Carpenter Pitfalls

This Article contends that DEA warrantless searches of PDMP prescribing information violate the Fourth Amendment under pertinent pre-Carpenter precedent and Carpenter itself. Two potential pitfalls, however, challenge these conclusions. First, certain distinctions between the type of data that the FBI sought in Carpenter—CSLI—and the type of data the DEA seeks from PDMPs—prescribing-related health information—could provoke a ruling that patients do not have a reasonable expectation of privacy in their PDMP records. Second, lower federal courts might uphold warrantless DEA PDMP searches pursuant to the “highly regulated industries” exception to the Fourth Amendment.
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Amendment, which is separate and distinct from the third-party doctrine. Each of these challenges is discussed, in turn, below.

1. Carpenter May Not Apply to PDMP Databases Due to Their Lack of Sophistication and Pervasiveness. It is possible to read Carpenter, alongside Riley and Jones, as little more than an extension of special or heightened Fourth Amendment protection to devices like cell phones and GPS units and the data those devices store and emit. This would make these cases inapplicable to less sophisticated, electronically stored third-party information, such as that contained in PDMPs, regardless of the significance of the privacy concerns that attend to those databases. This limited reading of Carpenter is provoked by at least three observations: the Court’s overt refusal to overrule Smith and Miller, its overriding concern about pervasive, nonstop surveillance, and its emphasis on the narrowness of its decision and express refusal to extend its holding to “conventional surveillance techniques.” As one legal scholar has noted, Carpenter “evinces . . . a profound tech exceptionalism.” In fact, the Court’s heavy reliance on the ever-increasing sophistication and accuracy of CSLI throughout Carpenter, alone, indicates that it seeks to draw a line between older digital technologies and new data-collection systems.

While it remains to be seen which side of that line the Court will deem appropriate for patient prescribing information collected by state PDMP databases, the growing sophistication of PDMP databases supports imposing a warrant requirement. PDMPs are no longer simply passive databases that store voluminous amounts of sensitive and potentially stigmatizing patient health-care data. Instead, they are “smart” databases that rely on robust data-analytics software. One such software, “NarxCare,” uses black-box algorithms that mine through a patient’s PDMP information to produce multiple three-digit “risk scores,” including a composite overdose-risk score, collectively called “Narx Scores.” Moreover, the company that owns NarxCare
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461. Appriss’s website provides details about its PDMP software, NarxCare, stating that “NarxCare is a robust analytics tool and care management platform that helps prescribers and dispensers analyze real-time controlled substance data from Prescription Drug Monitoring Programs (PDMPs) and manage substance use disorder” and that “NarxCare automatically analyzes PDMP data and a patient’s health history and provides patient risk scores and an
and controls its algorithms, Appriss Health, describes NarxCare as “a robust analytics tool and care management platform” and concedes that

[t]he identification of patients at risk is only the beginning of a comprehensive platform needed to impact the increasing prevalence of substance use disorder. NarxCare extends beyond information and insights to provide tools and resources to enable care teams to support patient needs.462

Appriss also has publicly stated that it is working to gather pertinent information from patient electronic health records, including emergency-room records, court records, and other sources in order to improve and hone the precision of its predictive Narx Score algorithms. In fact, at least three states already incorporate patients’ criminal histories into their PDMP databases.463 PDMPs, therefore, are constantly evolving by collecting more and more sensitive data from an expansive number of sources and adopting smarter and smarter trade-secret-protected software, data-analytics tools, and algorithms. As a result, even assuming PDMPs are not yet sophisticated and pervasive enough to satisfy Carpenter today, they are swiftly—and inevitably—moving in that direction.464

In the age of “personalized” medicine, the growing precision and sophistication of targeted pharmaceutical treatments and pharmacogenetics presents an additional argument in response to the contention that PDMPs are not sufficiently technologically advanced to satisfy Carpenter. As noted earlier in this Article, PDMP data is incredibly sensitive. In fact, the development of targeted pharmaceutical treatments means not only that it is entirely possible to identify a patient’s medical condition or diagnosis with the patient’s prescribing data, but that it is sometimes possible to identify the stage of the patient’s condition or disease with dose or quantity data. In addition, the emerging field of pharmacogenetics promises the
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The development of even more sensitive and precise disease-identifying PDMP data. 465

“The aim of pharmacogenetics is to combine targeted therapies with companion pretreatment diagnostic tests, which identify whether a person carries a gene or other biomarker that is linked with increased sensitivity to or resistance to the particular treatment.” 466 This burgeoning field has already realized some measure of success in various oncological treatments. The federal Food and Drug Administration, for example, has approved the drug Herceptin to treat “HER2” positive tumors. 467 And “[o]ther molecular tests paired with appropriately targeted therapeutics are available for other cancer types including malignant melanoma, colorectal cancer, and several subtypes of leukemia and lymphoma.” 468 Thus, while the PDMP databases may appear simple on initial glance, the information that populates them is incredibly revealing and constantly growing in sophistication.

Instead of relying the sophistication of PDMP-database software, analytics, and smart algorithms to contend that PDMP prescribing information should fall within the ambit of Carpenter, health-data advocates should consider arguing that it is the sophistication and sensitivity of the controlled-substance information stored in PDMPs that satisfies Carpenter’s implicit advanced-technology requirement. Relying on similar logic, at least one legal scholar has already contended that databases that contain genetic data are entitled to Fourth Amendment warrant protection under Carpenter. 469

2. Carpenter Does Not Address the Highly Regulated Industries Exception to the Warrant Requirement. The Supreme Court has long held that “administrative searches conducted without a warrant . . . [violate] the Fourth Amendment guarantee[]” against unreasonable searches. 470 The Court nonetheless has created an exception to the warrant requirement for searches of “highly regulated industries.” Over the past half century, the Court has identified only four
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industries—liquor sales, firearms dealing, mining, and automobile junkyards—that are subject to such expansive government oversight that “no reasonable expectation of privacy could exist for a proprietor over the stock of such an enterprise.”

Whether an industry is highly regulated depends on the “duration of the applicable regulation’s existence, the pervasiveness of the regulatory scheme, and the regularity of the regulation’s application.” If a court concludes that an industry is highly regulated, the court must then determine whether the warrantless search at issue is reasonable. Three criteria must be met: (1) “there must be a ‘substantial’ government interest that informs the regulatory scheme pursuant to which the inspection is made”; (2) “the warrantless inspections must be ‘necessary to further [the] regulatory scheme’”; and (3) “the statute’s inspection program . . . must provide[ ] a constitutionally adequate substitute for a warrant.”

The Supreme Court grappled with the highly regulated industries exception most recently in City of Los Angeles v. Patel. That case involved a Fourth Amendment challenge by Los Angeles hotel operators to a “provision of the Los Angeles Municipal Code that require[d] hotel operators to make their registries available to the police on demand.” In its analysis, the Patel Court explained that “the closely regulated industry . . . is the exception” and that “classification of] hotels as pervasively regulated would permit what has always been a narrow exception to swallow the rule.” Ultimately, the Court held that the hotel business did not constitute a highly regulated industry.
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However, the Court went on to explain that “[e]ven if we were to find that hotels are pervasively regulated,” the Los Angeles Municipal Code’s warrantless inspection regime was nonetheless constitutionally deficient because (1) it was unnecessary to further the regulatory scheme and (2) “it fail[ed] to sufficiently constrain police officers’ discretion as to which hotels to search and under what circumstances” “under the ‘certainty and regularity’ prong of the closely regulated industries test.”

The Utah district court upheld the DEA’s PDMP searches, in part, on the theory that “[p]rescription drugs are a highly regulated industry in which patients and doctors do not have a reasonable expectation of privacy.” The court’s discussion of that exception, in toto, was as follows:

Prescription drugs are a highly regulated industry in which patients and doctors do not have a reasonable expectation of privacy. The Sixth Circuit has held that the pharmaceutical industry, like the mining, firearms, and liquor industries, is a pervasively regulated industry and that consequently pharmacists and distributors subject to the [CSA] have a reduced expectation of privacy in the records kept in compliance with the [CSA]. As one federal district court explained, the CSA was intended as a comprehensive federal program to place certain drugs and other substances under strict federal controls. In other words, the expectation created by the CSA is that the prescription and use of controlled substances will happen under the watchful eye of the federal government.

The district court’s application and limited analysis of the highly regulated industries exception in the context of warrantless PDMP searches is problematic for at least two reasons. First, DEA warrantless PDMP searches do not conform to the minimum requirements of the highly regulated industry exception. The highly “regulated industry exception applies to searches of commercial premises for civil purposes.” The DEA did not issue subpoenas in the PDMP litigation that sought to conduct warrantless inspections of commercial premises for such purposes. Instead, it issued subpoenas that demanded sensitive
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prescribing information contained in a state agency’s electronic database in the course of criminal investigations.

No other federal court has applied the highly regulated industry exception to a law enforcement search of information held by a state agency—as opposed to an inspection of a commercial enterprise. The Utah district court ignored the fact that the DEA’s subpoenas were directed at a government entity and, instead, focused its attention on the nature of the “pharmaceutical industry.” Whether the court was correct that the “pharmaceutical industry” is highly regulated, however, is of no moment because the DEA did not serve the administrative subpoenas on any “pharmaceutical industry” entity—it directed its subpoenas to the state PDMP agency.

The Utah district court’s analysis is even more curious given that the CSA expressly prohibits the DEA from “inspecting, copying, and verifying the correctness of records, reports or other documents required to be kept” by “controlled premises”—including factories, warehouses, pharmacies, and other commercial establishments—without an administrative inspection warrant. The DEA, therefore, is proscribed by its own enabling statute from conducting a warrantless inspection on a pharmaceutical industry entity. Indeed, the lone case that the Utah district court relied on to support its highly regulated industries ruling—United States v. Acklen—decided “whether evidence seized [from the defendant’s pharmacy] pursuant to an administrative inspection warrant . . . should be suppressed in a criminal trial for violations of the Controlled Substances Act if the primary purpose of the administrative inspection search was to obtain evidence for criminal prosecution.” Because Acklen involved the DEA’s search of a pharmacy, which the CSA only permits pursuant to a court-ordered administrative-inspection warrant, it cannot support the DEA’s issuance or enforcement of an administrative subpoena directed at a state PDMP agency.

Second, the Utah district court was required to assess whether the DEA’s warrantless search of PDMP prescribing information was
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reasonable.\textsuperscript{492} Nowhere in its decision does the court reach even a conclusory determination with regard to any of the three criteria enumerated above applicable to the constitutional reasonableness analysis. As already noted, the Utah district court’s application of the highly regulated industries exception to enforce the DEA’s administrative subpoenas of state PDMP databases was anomalous and likely unwarranted. If pertinent precedent is any guide, Fourth Amendment challenges to such subpoenas are likely to rise or fall on the merits of the two warrant exceptions directly addressed in \textit{Carpenter}: the administrative-subpoena exception and the third-party doctrine.

\textbf{CONCLUSION}

The diversion and problematic use of prescription drugs in the United States provoked a public-health crisis and, predictably, a predominantly supply-side, law-enforcement-centric response, including the ubiquitous creation of state PDMPs. These programs collect, store, and analyze reams of highly sensitive, personal, and sometimes stigmatizing patient prescribing data. The DEA’s unchecked, sweeping, and virtually instantaneous access to PDMP prescribing information—which include, among other things, diagnosis-identifying information—raises material Fourth Amendment concerns. In the apt words of one public-health scholar, “[g]overnment surveillance systems, including various electronic databases like PDMPs . . . have a sinister side.”\textsuperscript{493}

Fortunately, this “sinister” and sweeping surveillance is foreclosed both by pre-\textit{Carpenter} precedent and \textit{Carpenter} itself. The latter, in particular, practically demands that courts put a stop to the DEA’s widespread practice of conducting dragnet-style searches of state PDMP prescribing data without judicial oversight and probable cause. Ultimately, before the government can compel the disclosure of patient prescribing information, it must abide by a “familiar” admonition—“get a warrant.”\textsuperscript{494}
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